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After false start, ceasefire
takes effect in Yemen
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

A

fter a false start, a 48hour cessation of military operations went
into effect November
19th as announced by
the Saudi-led coalition at war with
Iran-allied Houthi rebels.
The ceasefire could be extended,
the coalition said, if the Houthis adhered to it and allowed the passage
of aid to areas held by the militia,
particularly the besieged southern
city Taiz.
Houthi Brigadier-General Sharaf
Luqman confirmed to Agence
France-Presse that his group would
abide by the ceasefire, based on
a previous agreement reached in
Oman. However, the killing of a
Saudi soldier by a missile fired by
the Houthis cast doubts on their
commitment.
Since the start of the 20-month
war, six attempts at a ceasefire have
collapsed. The latest pause in hostilities comes 48 hours after a ceasefire announced by US Secretary of
State John Kerry failed before it
started because the internationally
recognised Yemeni government
said it was never consulted.
Kerry, speaking November 15th
in Abu Dhabi, said both sides of
the conflict had agreed a ceasefire
to go into effect on November 17th
and a national unity government
would be formed by the end of the
year.
Kerry said that while in Oman,
the Iran-allied Houthi rebels and
their ally, Yemeni former president
Ali Abdullah Saleh, had agreed to
the truce provided the other side
also keep it. “And thus far the Emiratis and the Saudis… have both
agreed to try to move forward with
this,” Kerry said.
That surprised the government
of Yemeni President Abd Rabbo

A Yemeni tribesman from the Popular Resistance Committees, supporting forces loyal to Yemen’s
Saudi-backed President Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi, stands on top of hill in the central city of Taiz.
Mansour Hadi. Yemeni Foreign
Minister Abdelmalik al-Mekhlafi
said the government was not consulted.

Since the start of the
20-month war, six
attempts at a ceasefire
have failed.
“We have rejected the agreement
because there is no agreement in
principle,” Mekhlafi told the Al Jazeera news channel. “We have only
a declaration that means nothing.
It’s an agreement between Kerry
and the Houthis.
“We have our own reasons to re-

fuse it because it doesn’t commit
to the international agreement and
gives a lot of power to the Houthis,
more than what the Yemeni people
accept. Houthis are a minority in the
country.”
More confusion set in when US
State Department spokeswoman Elizabeth Trudeau was asked
whether the Hadi government had
agreed to the deal.
“What he (Kerry) announced was
that we have made significant progress towards that road map, towards the UN road map, looking at a
November 17th date,” Trudeau said
during a news briefing. “He had had
constructive engagements with the
Houthis about this; and that we believe there’s a path forward.”

(AFP)

At another State Department
briefing, spokesman John Kirby addressed a question as to whether
Kerry “may have been in a bit of a
hurry to conclude a (ceasefire) deal”.
Fighting in Yemen raged on until
the coalition ceasefire announcement of November 19th.
More than 7,000 people have been
killed and 2.8 million displaced
since the war in Yemen began in
March 2015. A Saudi-led Arab coalition, supported by the United States
and Britain, began an air campaign
against the rebels after they overran
Sana’a and seized most of the country.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.

Marrakech climate change conference pleads with Trump
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

M

inisters attending a
UN climate change
conference in Morocco appealed to US
President-elect Donald Trump not to give up the fight
against global warming and invited
him to see its effects with his own
eyes.
It was the first UN climate conference since the 2015 Paris agreement
in which more than 190 countries,
including the United States, pledged
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
blamed for rising temperatures and
sea levels, worsening droughts and
heat waves.
Trump said during his campaign
he would “cancel” the agreement
and withdraw US funding from UN
climate change programmes.
Moroccan Foreign Minister Salaheddine Mezouar, the host of the
two-week talks in Marrakech, said
the conference’s “message to the
new American president is simply

to say, ‘We count on your pragmatism and your spirit of commitment’.”
Ministers from around the world
said they hoped Trump did not
mean what he said during his cam-

paign. Some appealed to him directly.
“I renew my offer to Presidentelect Trump to come to Fiji and see
the effects of climate change,” said
Fijian Prime Minister Frank Baini-

Representatives of different indigenous groups from various
countries protest during the UN Climate Change Conference 2016
(COP 22) in Marrakech, on November 17th.
(Reuters)

marama, drawing applause from
the conference.
Fiji is to serve as president of the
next UN climate change conference,
set to begin November 6th, 2017.
More than 40 vulnerable countries, including small island states
and drought-hit African countries,
declared they would aim for 100%
renewable energy “as rapidly as
possible”.
Small island countries are among
the most affected by climate change
with rising sea levels encroaching
on their coastlines while 36 of the
50 countries hardest hit by climate
change are in Africa, though the
continent contributes only 3% of
the world’s carbon emissions.
“If the current situation persists,
the continent could only cover 13%
of its food needs by 2050,” said a
statement issued at a ministerial
meeting at the conference on sustainability, security and stability in
Africa.
The UN Food and Agriculture Organisation, the World Bank and the
African Development Bank have
committed $3.5 billion from 2017 to
2020 to strengthen the resilience of

coastal areas. These organisations
will provide technical and financial
assistance to support ocean-dependent economies in Africa.

The conference’s
message to the new
American
president is: ‘We
count on your
pragmatism and
your spirit of
commitment’.

”

Moroccan Foreign Minister
Salaheddine Mezouar

As the conference closed, German
Environment Minister Barbara Hendricks said it “has demonstrated
that the spirit of Paris is alive and
stronger than ever”.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.
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Iraqi forces face stiff resistance in Mosul
The Arab Weekly staff

London

I

raqi forces are meeting stiff
resistance from Islamic State
(ISIS) militants in Mosul, officials said as the operation to
recapture the city enters its
second month.
Iraqi special forces said they
control significant pockets in the
Zahra, Qadisiya, Tahrir and Gogjali neighbourhoods. The territory,
however, covers less than 1/10th of
the city’s area.
Iraq
has
mobilised
a
100,000-strong coalition of Iraqi
government forces, Kurdish fighters and Shia militias to take on the
estimated 5,000 ISIS fighters inside
Mosul.

Iraq has mobilised a
100,000-strong
coalition to take on
the estimated 5,000
ISIS fighters.
The
US-led
coalition
has
launched more than 4,000 air
strikes during the past month,
mainly around Mosul, and provided Iraqi forces with surveillance
and intelligence. The United States
has also deployed Apache attack
helicopters to support Iraqi troops
engaged in urban warfare in eastern Mosul.
Iranian-backed
militias
announced the capture of an airbase
in Tal Afar west of Mosul, as part of
their campaign to seal off the route
between the Syrian and Iraqi parts
of ISIS territory.
The tempo of the operations
has been slow as Iraqi forces have
had to deal with several counter-

attacks from ISIS fighters employing tunnels to suddenly appear behind advancing forces, suicide car
bombs, snipers and small units of
fighters left behind to fight to the
death.
Hundreds of thousands of civilians remain in the city and Iraqi
officers said they worry that ISIS
supporters among the civilians are
helping the group.
“We’ve cleared the territory (in
the Zahra district) of fighters but
some of the civilians still support
Daesh,” Iraqi special forces Major
Ahmed Mamouri said using the
Arabic acronym for ISIS.
In fights against ISIS in Ramadi
and Falluja, Iraqi ground forces
emptied entire cities of their civilian populations, simplifying the
battlefield. Iraqi authorities have
declined to give a timeline for recapture of the whole of Mosul, but
the fight is likely to last months.
Iraqi authorities have not published a casualty toll for the campaign, whether for security forces,
civilians or ISIS fighters.
Since the operation began on October 17th, nearly 57,000 civilians
around northern Iraq have been
forced from their homes, UN officials said. Inside Mosul, thousands
remain in neighbourhoods retaken
by government forces. The figure
does not include the thousands
of people rounded up in villages
around Mosul and forced to accompany ISIS fighters to cover their retreat towards the city.
“We are working as quickly as
we can and in close coordination
with Iraqi authorities to help some
of the most at-risk people in the
world,” UN humanitarian coordinator Lise Grande said in a statement.
Most of the first weeks of fighting
were in sparsely populated areas
outside the city but forces are now
pushing into heavily built-up areas

An Iraqi police officer frisks men rounded up by the Special Forces’ second division as they check
their identity in Mosul’s eastern district of Karkukli on November 18th.
(AFP)
where aid delivery is complicated.
“With military operations imminent in densely populated sections
of Mosul city, humanitarians are increasingly worried about the ability
of families impacted by the conflict
to reach safety and assistance,” the
United Nations said in a statement.
The autonomous Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) suggested it would try to expand the area
it rules in northern Iraq to include
surrounding villages and towns
captured by Kurdish fighters from
ISIS and possibly the oil-rich region
of Kirkuk.
Kurdish peshmerga forces “will
not retreat from areas retaken”

from Islamic State militants in Iraq,
KRG President Masoud Barzani
said, Rudaw TV reported.
Barzani’s comment angered the
central government in Baghdad,
which opposes any plans to expand
the Kurdish autonomous area.
Iraqi Prime Minister Haider alAbadi’s office said there was agreement between the government and
the Kurds that provides for their
“withdrawal to the places they
held before the start of the liberation operations”.
However, it said the agreement
did not cover territory taken by
peshmerga fighters from ISIS forces between 2014 and the start of

the Mosul campaign last month,
which includes the contested region of Kirkuk.
On the sidelines of a climate conference in Morocco, Iraqi President
Fuad Masum said ISIS would be
“wiped out” in Mosul, but did not
say exactly when that would happen.
“Specifying a timeline is difficult
because there are always surprises
in wars,” he said, speaking about
Mosul. “I think that even if it takes
another month or two, in the end,
ISIS will be wiped out militarily.”
The Arab Weekly staff and news
agencies.

Tears and tales of horror at Iraq’s refugee camps
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

T

hey have braved mortars
and sniper fire making
their way through the
desert past wreckage and
the bodies of friends and
neighbours. Families fleeing villages in the outskirts of Mosul, where
Iraqi forces backed by the US-led
coalition are fighting to retake the
Islamic State-controlled city, arrived at refugee camps exhausted
and stripped of their belongings.
“We had to walk for two long
days amid great fear, shelling and
lack of water and food. I was terrified by the idea that I could lose
a member of my family, especially
my elderly father, who almost collapsed on the way, without the
help of other fleeing families,” said
Mohamad, who arrived with his
family of seven at Khazir refugee
camp near Erbil in Iraq’s Kurdistan.

As the battle rages
for Mosul, the UN
refugee agency is
proceeding with the
construction of more
camp.
The 35-year-old farmer, who
spoke on condition of using a pseudonym, fled his village of Kokajli,
east of Mosul, although it has been
liberated from the Islamic State
(ISIS).
“Heavy bombardment and continuous shelling by ISIS artillery
forced us to leave our homes otherwise we would have been killed
like scores of innocent civilians,”
Mohamad said.
His self-proclaimed “odyssey
of suffering” is similar to that of
thousands of families who have

swarmed refugee camps on Kurdistan’s border since the battle for
Mosul started a month ago.
Amer Kassem, 41, was also displaced from Kokajli but, unlike
Mohamad, was ordered to leave by
Iraqi security forces. “We were surprised by the decision to deport us
to refugee camps under the pretext
that we are not original inhabitants
of Kokajli. My family (of eight) and
I have suffered from repeated displacement since we fled our native
town of Bartala (east of Mosul) in
2014,” he said.
Kassem had been settled in Kokajli for ten days when the offensive
to retake Mosul began. “We have
not seen a moment of stability for
the past two years, and now this,”
he said “Life in the camp is very difficult. Conditions are unbearable
and they will become even worse
with the beginning of winter.”
Humanitarian groups warned
before the assault on Mosul began
that as many as 1 million people
could be displaced and that the
camps were unprepared because
of a lack of funding. More than
54,000 people have fled Mosul, the
United Nations said, but more than
1 million others are believed to be
trapped in the besieged city, Iraq’s
second largest, which ISIS forces
are desperately defending.
Khazir and the nearby Hassan Sham camp house more than
21,000 refugees but, with Iraqi
forces pushing deeper into Mosul,
the number of families streaming
in is expected to increase, said Razkar Obaid, the official in charge of
the refugee camps in the Erbil area.
“Some 4,000 families, mostly
from the suburbs of Mosul, have
arrived in Khazir and Hassan Sham,
which have 6,000 and 7,000 tents,
respectively. Medical teams and ten
ambulances are placed on standby
to assist wounded refugees reaching the camps,” Obaid said.
The displaced families are being

Iraqi men who just arrived to the Hasan Shami camp carry their belongings after fleeing fighting
around Mosul, on November 14th.
allowed into the camps where they
are assigned tents after undergoing
a security check.
“Their papers are examined thoroughly to prevent infiltration by
ISIS members,” Obaid said.
“The situation is simply tragic,”
said a social activist who asked
to be identified as Alaa. “Most
families got out of Mosul leaving
all their belongings behind. They
need essential assistance, including warm clothing and heating
material to protect them from cold
and sickness. Aid offered by international organisations and government agencies is not sufficient
to meet the needs in the camps,
which lack basic services,” he said.

Iraqi Minister of Migration and
Displacement Jassim Mohammed
al-Jaff warned that the humanitarian crisis threatens the lives of thousands of refugees, pointing out that
the average number of people displaced daily from Mosul and its environs, Hawija and Kirkuk is about
1,853, with the number is expected
to rise to 500,000 by the end of military operations.
Complaining about the lack of
funds to face Iraq’s biggest humanitarian crisis to date, Jaff said
in recent press statements that
his ministry was severely cashstrapped with less than $30,000 in
its coffers.
MP Raad al-Dahlaki, head of the

(AFP)

parliament committee on migration and displacement, said about
1.3 million people have been resettled in their homes in the provinces
of Diyala, Anbar and Saladin since
the beginning of 2015 but a large
number could not return to their
villages because of the absence of
basic services.
As the battle rages for Mosul,
the UN refugee agency is proceeding with the construction of more
camps to house the swelling number of refugees.
Oumayma Omar, based in
Baghdad, is a contributor to the
Culture and Society sections of
The Arab Weekly.
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Iraqis divided over Turkey’s role in Mosul
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

I

raqis are divided over the presence of Turkish forces stationed near Mosul and over
allowing Ankara to take part in
the military offensive against
the Islamic State (ISIS) in their
country.
The Iraqi central government is
staunchly opposed to any Turkish military role in Iraq, with Iraqi
Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi
branding the move as an “invasion” while parliament described
Turkey’s troops in Iraq as an “occupation power”.
Iraqi state and military officials as well as leaders of the Iranbacked Shia militias in the country
have threatened to attack the Turkish forces if they do not withdraw
from Iraq. Senior Iraqi Shia cleric
Ayatollah Qasim al-Tai issued a fatwa saying that “it is a religious and
moral duty to militarily resist the
Turkish presence in Iraq”.
Iranian military officers, including Major-General Qassem Soleimani, were reportedly on the ground
in Iraq, in addition to Western military advisers and air cover by the
United States, Britain and France
— so why stop at Turkey?

Many Iraqis view a
strong Turkish
military role
positively.
Iraq’s official and private media
outlets regularly circulate antiTurkish coverage and many members of Iraq’s Shia community
believe conspiracy theories that
suggest Turkey only entered Iraq to
support ISIS. There is also a widely
held belief in Iraq that the United
States and Israel created ISIS to
destabilise the region but the objection against foreign military
support is loudest against Turkey.
Some have said that Turkish forces in the Bashiqa camp are fighting

on ISIS’s side, despite the fact that
these forces helped the Kurdish
peshmerga liberate Bashiqa from
ISIS. Others claim that the Turkish forces picked the Bashiqa camp
to secure an escape route for ISIS
to their Syrian de facto capital of
Raqqa, despite the route being
west of Mosul and Bashiqa is east
of the city.
“Every day, Turkey opens its hospitals to treat ISIS fighters. It also
gives them weapons,” said Fatima
al-Bahadili, who heads a non-governmental organisation in Basra.
Ali al-Rubaie, a presenter on the
state-run Al Iraqiya television,
said Ankara supports ISIS as part
of a strategy by Turkey, Qatar and
Saudi Arabia to ensure the failure
of the Iraqi government. “The relationship between Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and
the Muslim Brotherhood cannot
be separated from his relationship
with ISIS,” said Rubaie.
Others have expressed concern
that Turkey might want to claim
Mosul. It once viewed the city as
part of its territories following the
fall of the Ottoman empire.
There are many Iraqis, mainly
from Iraq’s Sunni and Turkmen
communities but including some
Kurds, who view a strong Turkish military role positively. They
welcome Turkey’s help in training
Arab Sunni tribal fighters — known
as the National Mobilisation Forces (NMF) — as well as peshmerga
fighters in the war against ISIS.
Atheel al-Nujaifi, the former governor of Mosul who helped found
the Turkish-backed NMF, said
many residents of the city fear indiscriminate revenge attacks carried out by Shia militias under the
umbrella of the Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF) that may be motivated by sectarian agendas.
Supporters of that view say that
instead of relying on the Shiadominated Iraqi Army or the PMF,
all sides should support the NMF
or other fighters made up of locals
wanting to liberate their areas, the
way the Arab Sunni tribes defeated
al-Qaeda in Anbar province 2008.
“Most Arab Sunnis want Turkey

An Iraqi protester stands on a picture of Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and Islamic State
leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, in Basra, last October.
(Reuters)
to come to their rescue although
many are too scared to say it for
fear of being subjected to sectarian
attacks in this tense atmosphere,”
said an Iraqi man, originally from
Anbar, on condition of anonymity.
“It’s not out of love for Turkey
but because Iraq can never be safe
for us as long as it’s under Iranian influence,” he said. “We need
someone to strike a balance. Iran
isn’t leaving on its own anytime
soon. Even the Americans are happy with it in Iraq.
“We know that Erdogan only
cares about protecting Turkey
— not us — but when you’re in a
desperate life-or-death situation,
you cling to any hope of being protected, whether from the threats
of Shia militias in the west of Iraq
or even from the peshmerga in
Kirkuk,” he added.
There are other Arab Sunnis,
especially among the country’s
political class, who back the government’s position on Turkey but,

on this issue, divisions run even
among Iraq’s ultra-secular Sunnis:
Some would oppose any policy by
what they view as Islamist Turkey
while others consider their traditional foe, Erdogan, to be the lesser
evil when compared to Iran or ISIS.
Iraq’s Kurds are also split over
the presence of Turkish troops
in northern Iraq. The Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG), its
president, Masoud Barzani, and his
Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP)
are generally in favour as the KRG
has good economic ties with Ankara, much to the displeasure of the
central government in Baghdad.
Against is Jalal Talabani’s Patriotic
Union of Kurdistan (PUK) party,
which is backed by Iran.
But there are those in the middle.
“Many Kurds in the Iraqi Kurdistan region don’t care one way or
another about the Turkish presence,” said a Britain-based Kurd,
who supports the Kurdish opposition party Gorran (Change), on

condition of anonymity. “People
are more worried about the KDP
(Kurdistan Democratic Party) and
PUK (Patriotic Union of Kurdistan)
restricting their political freedoms
than the war with ISIS, which is
being used to silence dissent,” he
added.
Even Iraq’s Turkmen community
is divided over Turkey’s military
involvement in Iraq, mostly along
sectarian lines. The Sunni majority are mainly in favour while the
Shia minority of the community is
against.
“Most Turkmen welcome protection from Turkey, but they are
not very vocal about it out of fear
of further sectarian backlash” said
Nazli Tarzi, a British-Iraqi journalist.
Mamoon Alabbasi is an Arab
Weekly contributing editor based
in London. Azhar Rubaie, an Iraqi
freelance journalist based in Basra,
contributed to this report.

In Iraq, weapons are easily sold illegally online
Nermeen Mufti

Kirkuk

M

ilitary
equipment
worth millions of
dollars was recently
stolen by an unknown armed group
from an airbase 550km south of
Baghdad in Basra, Iraq’s third largest city.
Similar incidents have been frequently reported but the identity
of the groups, whose members often wear official security uniforms,
is generally unknown.
“Nothing is easier in Iraq than
establishing an armed group or a
gang,” said Yahya Ali, an Iraqi security expert. “The different uniforms of Iraq’s military and security forces, as well as other related
items, are being sold in major cities, including Baghdad.”

Nothing is easier in
Iraq than
establishing an
armed group or a
gang.

”

Yahya Ali, an Iraqi security
expert
Ali said he bought a special
forces uniform at a shop. “I paid
20,000 Iraqi dinars (about $15) for
it and the seller did not ask for any
ID confirming that I’m an army officer,” he said.
That shop, he said, sells different
styles of military and security uni-

forms, bulletproof vests, helmets,
stun guns, night-vision goggles
and black masks. Once bought,
the gear is often transported via
tinted-glass, four-wheel-drive vehicles, which are often not stopped
at security checkpoints as they are
assumed to belong to the security
services, Ali said.

Criminal groups can
readily find weapons
and uniforms being
displayed on social
media platforms.
Criminal groups can readily find
weapons and uniforms displayed
on social media platforms, including Facebook.
Police say they are cracking
down on many of the groups but
others remain elusive. “Dozens
were arrested but the groups have
their own networks to continue the
highly profitable trade,” said a police officer speaking on condition
of anonymity. “The buyers and
sellers contact each other through
passwords to avoid police raids.”
Ali said arms dealers find it easier to sell weapons in the virtual
world. Buyers can simply search
for souk al-silah (weapons market)
to find scores of Facebook pages
dedicated to selling arms in Iraq,
he said.
“Our customers are those who
want arms to defend themselves,”
reads one of the headings.
Some Facebook posts promise
that the arms deal would not attract police attention, providing a
mobile phone number to contact.

An image of a weapon being sold in Iraq on a Facebook page.
Others require would-be purchasers to sign up with certain groups.
A man who identified himself
as Abu Hassan said he bought an
automatic weapon from one of
the pages. “I collect antiques. I
bought a second-hand gun. The
dealer asked $600 but I bought it
for $400,” he said.
Another man, who gave his
name as Abu Samir, said he bought
ammunition. “I work at a private
security company and we were in
urgent need of ammunition. We

could not wait to receive it in the
proper channels, as it takes a lot of
time, so we got it from Facebook,
which is quicker,” he said.
Abu Samir said the dealers did
not ask him about his work. “Anyone can buy weapons, ammunition
or military equipment without any
questions,” he said.
Dealers say the prices in the virtual world are the same as in traditional arms markets. Facebook has
banned many of these pages, especially after the rise of the Islamic

State (ISIS), but a good number remain active.
“Iraq’s Ministry of Interior and
Ministry of Communications are
coordinating to follow such pages
and shut them down,” said Aziz
Makki, an Iraqi blogger who tracks
Iraqi social media. “Many pages
were closed but every day we find
new ones up.”
Nermeen Mufti is an
Iraqi journalist based
in Baghdad.
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In Syria, a resurgent al-Qaeda gathers strength
Ed Blanche

Beirut

A

s the Islamic State (ISIS)
caliphate crumbles, alQaeda, the pioneering
jihadist
organisation
that ISIS eclipsed by
seizing large chunks of Syria and
Iraq, is resurgent, deftly manoeuvring itself into the jihadist vanguard in Syria wearing a nationalist
mask as its strength grows through
alliances with lesser rebel forces.
A key element in this burgeoning
power play was the renunciation in
July by Abu Muhammad al-Jolani,
charismatic leader of al-Nusra,
al-Qaeda’s Syrian branch, of links
with al-Qaeda’s central leadership
hiding out in Pakistan and its identification with Syrian nationalism
in the war against the regime of
Syrian President Bashar Assad.
This was widely seen as a cynical
tactical move to make itself more
acceptable to non-jihadist rebel
forces and to evade US and Russian air strikes targeting “terrorist”
— read “jihadist” — organisations.
Jolani decreed that the group was
now called Jabhat Fateh al-Sham
(JFS) — Conquest of Syria Front.
Despite the July rebranding, JFS
“remains ideologically aligned
with al-Qaeda, and the West has
taken little notice of the move”, observed analyst James Pothecary in
an October 28th assessment for the
Jamestown Foundation, a Washington think-tank that monitors
global terrorism.
JSF’s leadership remains the
cadre that headed al-Nusra. AlQaeda’s overall leader, the veteran
Egyptian jihadist Ayman al-Zawahiri, deals with JSF as he did with
al-Nusra.
“This split and rebranding has
made JFS more palatable to potential rebel partners in Syria and that,
in turn, has the potential to make
the situation in Syria far more difficult for the West,” Pothecary
wrote.
It also gives “diplomatic cover to
sympathetic (outside) actors, such
as elements within the Qatari state,
to continue to provide some support for JFS without the baggage of
association with an al-Qaeda affiliate,” Pothecary wrote. “The links
between Qatar and JFS, although
murky, are extensive…
“Foreign capitals, however, were
not Jolani’s primary audience.
Instead, the announcement was
aimed at the commanders of the
other Syrian rebel groups.”
JSF’s growing strength in Syria,
within striking distance of southern Europe across the Mediterranean, is increasingly seen as a threat
to the United States, a perception
underlined by US President Barack
Obama’s order November 10th to
US forces to hunt down and kill the
leaders of the group, who include
veteran operatives infiltrated by alQaeda’s central command.
This shift in US operational strategy, which had been overwhelmingly focused on ISIS, reflects JSF’s
new position in the Syrian war.
It has the central role in the rebel
counteroffensive aimed at breaking the siege of eastern Aleppo by

Fighters from the former al-Nusra Front — renamed Jabhat Fateh al-Sham — advance on an armament school after they recaptured the
military facility south of Aleppo on August 6th, 2016.
(AFP)
Assad’s Iranian-led allies, primarily
Hezbollah and Shia militias from
Iraq and Afghanistan, supported
by Russian air power.

JSF ‘is laying the
groundwork for
al-Qaeda’s first
sovereign state’.
“Although the advance faltered
and the Syrian Army responded
with a vicious counteroffensive,
the message was clear — JFS had
positioned itself firmly in the
mainstream rebel opposition to Assad,” Pothecary wrote.
The rebels scored early successes
but Assad’s allies have recaptured
lost territory and are enforcing the
siege with a new ferocity.
JFS and the Islamist Ahrar alSham are spearheading the rebel
effort, frequently using groups of
suicide bombers, their specialty, to
break through strongpoints.
According to Abdullah Muhammad al-Muhaysini, wealthy businessmen across the Arab world are
providing heavy funding for the offensive. Muhaysini is a pro-Qaeda cleric and the leading cleric
in Jaysh al-Fatah, a coalition
formed by al-Nusra, Ahrar
al-Sham and other Islamist

groups in early 2015.
He said in a new video displayed
on his Twitter feeds that the funding came from benefactors in Syria,
Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, indicating that JFS has access to significant funding that will expand
its influence at a time when it is
making a major effort to promote
its political and military power.
That was underlined in October, when Jund al-Aqsa, a jihadist
group suspected of working with
ISIS, pledged allegiance to JSF. It
“calculated that the new-found
‘respectability’ of JFS, along with
its combat capability, would protect it from further attack by other
Islamic groups”, Pothecary noted.
Others have followed.
“Whether this strategy will prove
effective is less important than the
fact its high command perceived
the move as a legitimate course of
action,” Pothecary stressed.
“By representing itself as an
organisation entirely focused on
Syria, rather than as an affiliate of a
global network, JFS can market itself more effectively to other rebel
forces, cementing its position in
the centre of the anti-Assad movement.”
The highly publicised “break”
with al-Qaeda, however nominal
and opportunistic, also reflects
al-Qaeda’s adaptability, Pothecary
wrote.
“Al-Qaeda’s actions will be perceived positively within Syria as an
act of generous pragmatism. Rebel
forces will be more sympathetic to

Fighters from the former al-Nusra Front — renamed Jabhat Fateh al-Sham — drive a tank as they
seized key positions south of Aleppo.

(AFP)

al-Qaeda, should, as seems likely, it
formally return to Syria. There will
likely be little to stop it reassimilating JFS when the operational and
strategic situation in Syria is more
favourable…
“By giving itself nominal space
from al-Qaeda, JFS is entrenching
its domestic position and Washington must respond more carefully to the group as a result… Any
attempt to scale back anti-JFS operations would likely be met by a
backlash in Congress, and lay the
White House open to accusations it
was being hoodwinked by jihadist
propaganda.

The rebranding has
made JSF more
palatable to potential
rebel partners in
Syria.
“But if more palatable groups
intensify military and logistical cooperation with JFS, it will become
increasingly difficult to strike at
the organisation without alienating
partners on the ground.”
With its primary jihadist rival
ISIS in retreat, JFS and other Islamic groups are likely to absorb ISIS
fighters and accumulate volunteers
who once would have joined ISIS.
Thomas Joscelyn of the Washington-based Foundation for Defense
of Democracies, which monitors
global terrorism, observed that,
Zawahiri, who took over al-Qaeda
after US Navy SEALs assassinated
Osama bin Laden in May 2011, has
been quietly rebuilding the group,
particularly in Syria, and honing it
into what US officials view as an increasingly dangerous organisation.
Even though ISIS eclipsed alQaeda in 2014, and attracted recruits who would otherwise have
joined al-Qaeda, Joscelyn argues
that under Zawahiri’s tutelage, alQaeda has “expanded its footprint
globally” despite the doctrinal and
strategic differences with ISIS.
JFS’s strength is estimated at
some 10,000 fighters, arguably the
single largest rebel force in Syria.
“Al-Qaeda has more resources at its
disposal today than ever and more
geographic reach” with branches
across the Levant, the Indian sub-

continent and in West and North
Africa, Joscelyn noted.
Indeed, on August 25th, Zawahiri
called on jihadists to get ready for
guerrilla war in Iraq. He pointed
out ISIS’s failures as its caliphate
falls apart and urged “the heroes
of Islam, the mujahideen of the
Levant” to assist “their brethren in
Iraq in reorganising themselves”.
In doing so, he makes it clear that
JFS remains within the embrace of
al-Qaeda and that Jolani’s purported break with al-Qaeda Central was
a tactical move to enhance its drive
to become the key jihadist force in
Syria, the critical battleground in
the region’s ideological war.
Charles Lister, a senior fellow at
the Middle East Institute who has
spent years meeting Islamic and
other leaders engaged in the Syrian war face-to-face, said Zawahiri
plans to proclaim an Islamic emirate in north-western Syria soon.
The drive by al-Qaeda’s central
leadership in Pakistan, which since
ISIS’s evolution had largely been
written off, could have a dramatic
and wide-ranging impact on the
Middle East, the savage war raging
in Syria and on the direction of the
Islamic cause.
“Al-Qaeda has big ambitions in
Syria,” Lister observed in the May
issue of Foreign Policy, two months
before the rebranding of al-Nusra.
“For the past three years, an unprecedented number of veteran
figures belonging to the group have
arrived in the country, in what can
only be described as the covert revitalisation of al-Qaeda’s central
leadership on Europe’s doorstep.
“Now the jihadi group’s Syrian
affiliate (al-Nusra) — having spent
nearly five years slowly building
deep roots in the country — is laying the groundwork for al-Qaeda’s
first sovereign state,” pitting it directly against the West, Lister observed.
“Eventually the decision would
be made to initiate the plotting of
foreign attacks, using Syria’s proximity to Europe and al-Qaeda’s regional network to pose a far more
urgent threat than the group ever
posed in Yemen and Afghanistan,”
he wrote.
Ed Blanche is Analysis editor of
The Arab Weekly.
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Warring rivals
struggle to
unravel Trump’s
Syria policy
Sami Moubayed

Beirut

A

long with the rest of the
world, Syrians are trying
to figure out what a Donald Trump presidency
will mean for them and
their war-torn country.
The anti-regime camp is furious,
with good reason, having rooted aggressively for Hillary Clinton, who
had promised a no-fly zone and
more support for the Syrian opposition.
The supporters of Syrian President Bashar Assad are having a hard
time hiding their satisfaction, given
Trump’s constant refrain throughout the election campaign that he
was not going to get into a confrontation with Russia over Syria
because that would ignite a third
world war.
By advocating US non-interventionism and isolationism from the
complex, labyrinthine worlds of
Middle Eastern politics, Trump
has surrendered completely to his
soon-to-be Russian counterpart,
Vladimir Putin.

The Syrian regime
and the opposition
rushed to mend
broken fences with
the president-elect.
Trump insists that Moscow is part
of the solution to the Syria problem
and is not the problem itself. This
is mainly because the Russians are
fighting the Islamic State (ISIS),
which is the core of what passes for
Trump’s Middle East policy.
“Russia is killing ISIS and Assad
is killing ISIS,” Trump said, arguing
that it was illogical to fight those
who are battling the very same people who want to unleash terrorist
attacks on the United States.
In addition to verbally harassing
Saudi Arabia, the main backer of

the Syrian opposition, Trump also
spoke against regime change in the
Arab world, preferring the stability
of military regimes over democracy
and human rights observance.
When his running mate, Mike
Pence, said the United States
should bomb the Syrian Army in the
embattled city of Aleppo and create
a no-fly zone to protect civilians,
Trump rejected the idea.

Syrians are trying to
figure out what a
Donald Trump
presidency will mean
for them and their
war-torn country.
When asked what he thought
would happen if Aleppo fell to the
Syrian Army, he said that the battered city has already “basically
fallen” to the Russians.
In September, he said during a
CNN interview: “Are we better off
with Assad? We have no idea who
those people (the rebels) are. We
give them weapons, we give them
ammunition and we give them everything. I mean maybe it’s worse
than Assad. So what are we doing?”
He told the New York Times in
March: “Our far greater problem is
not Assad, it’s ISIS.”
Yet when Trump’s victory was
announced, the Syrian regime and
the opposition rushed to mend broken fences with the president-elect.
Defected former prime minister Riad Hijab, who now heads the
rebels’ Riyadh-backed High Negotiations Committee, sent him a congratulatory letter, while a top Assad
adviser said the Syrian president is
“ready” to cooperate with Trump.
Weeks earlier, a Syrian presidential envoy secretly met with
Trump’s son in Paris, engaging in a
Track II effort with the presidentelect.
Online, Syrian opposition activists, seeking to put as positive a spin
on things as they could, predicted
that, once in the White House,

A fighter from a Kurdish-Arab alliance, known as the Syrian Democratic Forces, uses binoculars to
monitor the front line fighting against ISIS jihadists in the northern Syrian village of al-Huriya, on
November 11th.
(AFP)
Trump would change his policies
on Syria, arguing that incoming
US presidents rarely abide by their
campaign rhetoric.
Trump surprised them yet again
on November 11th, three days after the election, by telling the Wall
Street Journal that he was likely to
abandon US support for the armed
opposition.
He stressed that the United States
should find common ground with
Russia and the Damascus regime on
combating ISIS, adding that he held
“an opposite view” towards Syria
than that held by “many people”.
Trump’s statement means that
the United States could soon withdraw the 300 military advisers
working with rebels in northern
Syria and abort CIA support for the
35,000-strong Syrian Democratic
Forces, a largely Kurdish militia battling to recapture the city of Raqqa,
de facto capital of the ISIS caliphate.
Politically, this would mean that
the United States could accept Russia’s vision for the Syrian endgame:

A national unity cabinet approved
by Assad in which the opposition
gets to share power with the regime, no matter how ceremonially,
rather than replace it altogether.
It would also mean Trump’s silence over Russia’s insistence that
Assad gets to run for office for a
fourth term. If Putin gets his way,
it might even mean a diplomatic
rapprochement between Damascus
and Trump.
Moscow insists that no political
deal can be made before the balance
shifts fully in favour of its Syrian allies. That means retaking Aleppo
and the countryside around Damascus, while quarantining the armed
opposition in north-western Syria.
If that comes to pass, all sides
would unite their efforts to combat
ISIS rather than toppling Assad. Ultimately this means an international coalition against ISIS headed by
the United States, similar to the one
that ejected Saddam Hussein from
Kuwait in 1991.
Republicans will control both

houses of Congress for at least two
years under a Trump administration but Trump’s choice of top officials in his administration might
be problematic, given initial reports
that John Bolton, former US ambassador to the United Nations, is
a leading candidate to be secretary
of State. Bolton advocated regime
change in Damascus after the 2003
invasion of Iraq.
Trump has already named a military hard-liner, retired LieutenantGeneral Michael Flynn, former
head of the Defense Intelligence
Agency, as his national security adviser. The outspoken Flynn blamed
his removal as head of the DIA in
2014 on his militant views on radical Islam.
Trump has not changed on Syria
after his election victory but will
men like these change to suit his
Syria policy?
Sami Moubayed is a Syrian
historian and author of Under the
Black Flag (IB Taurus, 2015).

Donald Trump is not good news for Syrian revolutionaries

View poi nt

Abdulrahman
al-Masri

D

uring the race for the
White House, Syrian
rebels hoped for a
change to US
President Barack
Obama’s inactivity
towards their country. But the
election of Donald Trump as
president could make matters
worse for the rebels rather than
better.
In his first interview after
winning the election, Trump
suggested he would oversee a
dramatic shift in Washington’s
Syria policy once he is in office.
Trump told the Wall Street
Journal: “Syria is fighting [the
Islamic State] ISIS and you have
to get rid of ISIS. Now we’re
backing rebels against Syria and
we have no idea who these
people are.”
In this interview and throughout his campaign, Trump made it
clear that he was going to align US
efforts concerning Syria with
those of Russia.
Although Trump has no clear
stated ideology or political

At this stage what seems clear
from Trump’s positions is that he
has no understanding of the
dynamics of the Syrian war.

doctrine and his approach to
Syria is yet to be fully determined, he seems to favour Middle
Eastern dictatorships. He called
toppling Libya’s Muammar
Qaddafi and Iraq’s Saddam
Hussein mistakes and has stated
that he prefers having Syria’s
dictator, President Bashar Assad
— the man who is responsible of
the death of 400,000 Syrians and
the displacement of more than 11
million of his own people —
remain in power to avoid chaos.
As they bomb Syrian cities and
towns, Assad and Russian
President Vladimir Putin are the
biggest winners from the US
election. Given that Trump is
aiming to minimise military
engagement in the Middle East,
he is likely to strengthen Moscow’s position in the region,
adding legitimacy to Putin’s
murderous campaign in support
of Assad.
The incoming Trump administration is expected to cut off arms
supplies to vetted Syrian rebel
groups and to put the US focus
squarely on countering ISIS. With
such measures in place, Assad
will have achieved his goals of
driving the remaining nationalist-oriented rebel forces towards
radicalisation, gaining justification to continue waging his

deadly campaign against rebelheld areas.
Unless European and other
regional powers fill the gap the
United States leaves, Syria’s
moderate opposition will face
hard times. Not only do European
democracies and other countries
need to aid the opposition in
Syria, they also need to counter a
Russia that will be directly
reinforced by any US withdrawal
under Trump.
On the other hand, a Trump
presidency is a gift for jihadist
groups operating in Syria.
Trump’s vocal claim to align his
policy with Russia, support Assad
and focus solely on fighting ISIS
is music to the ears of al-Qaeda
leaders in Syria, as this would
feed into their conspiracy
narrative, helping them to
maximise the radicalisation
efforts they are undertaking
among Syria’s population and
rebel forces.
Additionally, Trump’s antiMuslim rhetoric during the
election campaign will be
employed by such groups to
advance their agendas. Al-Qaeda
ideologues have been using
Twitter to present new Trumpproduced propaganda material.
Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi, an
al-Qaeda-linked jihadist theorist,

The
incoming
Trump
administration is
expected to
cut off arms
supplies
to vetted
Syrian rebel
groups.

tweeted after the US election that
electing Trump reveals American
“racism towards Muslims and
Arabs” and Hamza al-Karibi, a
media official of the rebranded
al-Qaeda group in Syria, Jabhat
Fateh al-Sham, posted on Twitter
that Trump’s victory “is a slap to
those promoting the benefits of
democratic mechanism”.
At this stage what seems clear
from Trump’s positions is that he
has no understanding of the
dynamics of the Syrian war nor is
he willing to challenge Moscow’s
stance. That is another escalating
problem that would lead to an
unprecedented growth of Russian
dominance in Syrian affairs and
hinder any work towards a
resolution to the conflict.
Even if Trump follows Obama’s
footsteps, this would mean the
decline of US influence in Syria,
as well as efforts to promote a
democratic transition. Following
the status quo would also facilitate the rise of Russia and
eventual full-scale war against
the opposition, though perhaps
at a slower pace.
Abdulrahman al-Masri reports on
politics and news in the Middle
East and Syria in particular. He
can be followed on Twitter:
@AbdulrhmanMasri.
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Arab youth should
be a source of hope,
not concern

T

here is every reason to see the Middle East and North
Africa region’s youth as a factor of hope. They are
numerous — more than one-quarter of the population
in most of MENA’s 22 countries is aged between 15
and 29.
Deep socio-economic problems compounded by
failed policies were at the root of uprisings that
rippled through a number of Arab countries in the early part of
this decade. A new UN report sees those protests as costly — $614
billion in lost growth since 2011 — and as having exacerbated
debt, unemployment, corruption and poverty.
With the help of social media, young people have made their
voices heard. However, the real problem is that most of the issues
that had fuelled youth discontent remain unaddressed. The
fraying of authority in several Arab countries and civil strife in
others make the challenges even more daunting.
The young dream their dreams, as they must. The MiSK Global
Forum on youth empowerment in Riyadh pointed out that “36%
of Arab youth claim they intend to start their own business
within the next five years”. Many hurdles, including bloated
bureaucracies, a lack of financial resources and inadequate
government policies, stand in their way.
Ahmad Alhendawi, the UN secretary-general’s first envoy on
youth, pointed out at the MiSK conference that conditions make
any attempt by young people to start new businesses “almost a
mission impossible”.
The young are frustrated by the lack of jobs and opportunity.
Not too long ago, the International Labour Organisation said Arab
countries have the world’s highest youth unemployment rate
— more than 30%. The rate among young women is even higher.
Young people are still, in many parts of the region, largely
ignored by the older generation that controls the political, social
and economic levers of power. As Alhendawi pointed out, the
region’s average age is under 25 but most of its politicians are
around 58 — more than twice as old on average.
Alhendawi, in whose home country Jordan a staggering 70% of
the population is under the age of 30, put it rather well in Riyadh.
“This is our region,” he told the delegates. “We have to reclaim
it.” MENA must offer an enabling environment, where the young
are seen “as an asset, not as a liability.”
The regional and global economic situation has had adverse
effects on the MENA region. Other trends in the West are a source
of concern.
With an Islamophobic nativist nationalism sweeping the United
States and parts of Europe, MENA’s young despairingly see the
wider world closing itself off, while their own is yet to properly
open itself up. Is it any wonder there is a palpable sense of
despair? To many, Donald Trump’s election victory may have
been the sound of the door to the future clanging shut.
It is not. Not by a long shot.
Juggling domestic and outside factors is a difficult task for
MENA governments but the demands of the young must be a
priority. Addressing them properly will make youth a true source
of hope.
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What the
Iraqis expect
from Trump
is for his
administration
to stop
backing
sectarian
politics.

D

uring the recent US
elections and amid
overwhelming negative
media coverage of
Donald Trump’s
campaign, I suspect I
was among the relatively few
non-Americans who were hoping
for his victory.
I was motivated, first, by a strong
desire for change and, second, by the
enduring feeling of dissatisfaction
experienced by all Iraqis during the
terms of the last four US presidents
— George H. W. Bush, Bill Clinton,
George W. Bush and Barack Obama.
The worst destruction of Iraq
happened under George W. Bush. He
invaded Iraq with biblical conviction
of fighting Gog and Magog. He spread
chaos, wiped out the state and
imported sectarian demagogues to
rule the country. Under the pretence
of establishing democracy in a new
Middle East, he laid the foundations
for a corrupt regime of sectarian rule,
which was truly unworthy of the
United States, the self-proclaimed
champion of democracy.
With Obama, the Iraqis were hopeful of better days, given that the new
president had opposed the war in
Iraq and had made campaign promises to bring changes in the Iraqi file.
Instead, and following an obscure
philosophy based on avoiding the
hell of the Middle East altogether,
the Obama administration came up
with the failing strategy of leaving
Iraq and the entire region to Iran
instead of the Arabs in exchange for
the nuclear deal.
Obama declared more than once
that his administration does not have
a strategy for Iraq and the Middle
East, especially after the sudden
appearance of the Islamic State (ISIS)
in Iraq and Syria. ISIS’s mission was
to flare up sectarian and ethnic strife.
The United States turned a blind eye
to the point where Trump accused
Obama and Democratic Party candidate for president Hillary Clinton of
being behind ISIS.
Under the watchful eyes of the
United States and Iran, Iraq plunged
into chaos and sectarian strife.
Obama had tried to make the Sunni
Arabs in Iraq believe that he would
remedy the unfair power distribution
in the country but continued to close
his eyes to all the abuse meted on
them. The situation worsened with
the departure of US troops in 2011.
Armed extremist militias rampaged
through the country and corruption
became the order of the day.
To remedy the situation, the
Obama administration stopped at
removing Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri
al-Maliki and replacing him with
Haider al-Abadi, with the blessings
of Iran of course. The unfair system
of governance was left untouched.

The Iraqi Sunnis were abandoned to
the whims of ISIS and Iranian-backed
militias.
So, after all this wanton destruction, what can Iraqis possibly expect
from Trump? He was at the same
time against and for the war on Iraq.
He knew that a war would annihilate
Iraq and leave the region wide open
for Iran but in an interview dating to
2002, he declared that he supported
the war.
He regretted Saddam Hussein’s departure and pointed to the “existence
of a link between [Saddam’s] fall and
the surge in terrorist acts”. At the
same time, he wanted to implement
his theory of the “spoils of war”.
He was against the withdrawal of
US troops from Iraq before reimbursement for the cost of the war
estimated at $3 trillion. He was
quoted by the Wall Street Journal as
having said: “You heard me; I would
take the oil. I would not leave Iraq
and let Iran take over the oil.” He
also insisted in an interview with
ABC News that his actions would not
be considered stealing: “We’re not
stealing anything. We’re reimbursing
ourselves.”
Of course, Trump’s views came
under heavy criticism from energy
experts and strategists. Jay Hicks reminded Trump of what his (Trump’s)
role model, General Douglas MacArthur, had done after occupying
Japan. He had forsaken America’s
spoils of war in Japan and instead
had distributed food and aid to the
civilian population, thus winning for
the United States the respect of the
Japanese and the rest of the world.
With respect to Iran, Trump’s
intentions are still vague. In his campaign, he came out strongly against
Obama’s nuclear deal with Iran but
that remains campaign rhetoric. The
fact remains that, since the Bush era,
the Republicans were always willing
to work with Iran. Can Trump go
against his party’s line of conduct
and go after Iran in the region?
Trump’s entire Middle East policy
is very vague. He is in the process
of forming his administration and it
is too early to gauge the role of the
extreme right in this administration.
What the Iraqis expect from Trump
is for his administration to stop backing sectarian politics and its figures
in Iraq. A complete change in the policies followed by US agencies in Iraq
is also needed. All that these policies
have done is transform a bunch of
opportunists into paper tigers.
The Iraqi people are willing to pay
any price to remove the unfairness
they have been subjected to since
2003, get rid of the corrupt sectarian
regime and look forward to a new era
of civil modern governance.
Majid al-Samarrai is an Iraqi writer.
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Middle East problems will still need local solutions

Stephen Starr

The politics
of the Middle
East will
most likely
for the
coming years
be decided
by local
actors, not
by the new
US president.

T

he monumental
surprise package that
has morphed into US
President-elect
Donald Trump has
caught governments
and analysts across the Middle
East way off-guard. Most
expected, and had been duly
planning, to deal with a Clinton
administration for the coming
four years and all that it would
exact.
Now, a series of fundamental
issues needs immediate reassessment: Who will be nominated
secretary of State? What will the
United States look to secure from
the Arab world and how? Is Israel
back in from the cold?
Though all eyes have been
firmly planted west, caught up in
the enormity of what the American voting public has just done,
the politics of the Middle East will
most likely for the coming years be
decided by local actors and interests, not by the new US president.
Take the Syrian political opposition. For years, the national
coalition has been pulling on the
White House’s coattails, asking for
funds, weapons, political patronage and simple recognition with

scant success. It has even deployed a chief of staff and fatally
maintains its focus on attempting
to oust Syrian President Bashar
Assad when Washington — and the
US public in general — is clearly far
more concerned with dealing with
the Islamic State (ISIS).
Now, the new administration
has signalled it is likely to end US
support for so-called moderate
rebel forces. “We have no idea who
they are,” Trump told the Wall
Street Journal.
Even more bad news for defenders of freedom and human rights
in Syria is that Trump is unlikely
to oppose Russia’s military adventure there, meaning that Assad
may very well regain control of
much of the country over the
coming years, although at massive
civilian cost. Trump referred to
Egypt’s Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, following a meeting in September, as
“a fantastic guy”.
If Trump is to keep his campaign word, then the Middle East
is set to enter a period when its
problems necessitate local solutions. The Syrian opposition must
come to terms with the fact that
Turkey is its only real friend and
abandon hopes of real Western

help. Regimes that have excelled
at repressing opponents — Turkey,
Egypt and Iran — will have an
even freer hand now than during Barack Obama’s tenure. That
means bad news for Kurds in Turkey and Syria and for ties between
Iran and Israel.
The one issue that Trump says
would continue to bind America to
the Middle East is the fight against
ISIS.
His campaign website conveys
how he would “work with our Arab
allies and friends in the Middle
East in the fight against [ISIS]…
pursue aggressive joint and coalition military operations to crush
and destroy [the group]” and “defeat the ideology of radical Islamic
terrorism”.
Yet how does the new administration hope to do so without
considering the reality on the
ground, a reality that requires, to
varying degrees, direct American
involvement in a host of conflicts?
Chances are that the United States’
role in the war against ISIS will
continue as it has — drone attacks
and air strikes and intelligence
sharing but not much more.
On the other hand, Trump, a
president with no political experi-

ence or ideology, could well find
himself sideswiped by the same
hard-line, pro-Israel Republicans
responsible for the invasion of Iraq
13 years ago.
The caveat to that, however, is
that Trump was elected on a mandate to retrench the United States
from the world, to end its involvement in expensive and messy wars
the American public understood
and cared little about — not to engage in neoconservative fantasies.
The suggestion that Trump will
be good for the region’s hard men
may be down to nothing more
than the idea of what Trump
amounts to — a brash, misogynist
opportunist — as opposed to his
commitment to any real ideology.
There is little doubt that the
United States affects the world
more than any other state actor but right now, with so much
uncertainty surrounding who will
run the administration, unequivocal predictions of Trump’s Middle
Eastern policy are a fool’s errand.
Stephen Starr is an Irish journalist
who lived in Syria from 2007-12.
He is the author of Revolt in Syria:
Eye-Witness to the Uprising (Hurst,
2015).

Members of the Iraqi forces react as they watch Donald Trump giving a speech after he won the US presidential elections in the village of Arbid on the southern outskirts
of Mosul, on November 9th.
(AFP)

Donald Trump and the Arab world

Francis Ghilès

I would not be
too sanguine
about the
number of
people able to
think
strategically
about the
Middle East in
the new
administration.

T

rying to sketch an
outline of US President-elect Donald
Trump’s Middle East
policy is no easy
matter. As Rami
Khouri, a senior fellow at the
Issam Fares Institute for Public
Policy and International Affairs
at the American University in
Beirut, pointed out after the
election, the foreign policy
aspect of the presidential
campaign “was little more than
an extension of Saturday morning cartoon shows”.
The fact of the matter is that
Trump probably does not know
himself. Until we know whom he
appoints to lead the Defense and
State departments and the National Security Council, commentators
are whistling in the dark.
Two things we do know: Mike
Pence, the vice-president-elect,
who is the governor of Indiana and
a former congressman, will play
a key role as will Trump’s son-inlaw, 35-year-old Jared Kushner,
who is a kindred spirit.
The president-elect has his
admirers in the region, however
much he stigmatised Muslims
and tolerates anti-Semites in his
entourage. The United States is
mistrusted for its support for
tyrants in the Middle East but a
Trump presidency will signal the
end of an era in which America
symbolised democracy to people
living under corrupt authoritarian
governments around the world.
Misguided projections of force in
the Middle East and beyond have

given the United States less influence than its soft power. It is, thus,
not surprising that enthusiasm at
the outcome of the US presidential
election was on display in France
(National Front leader Marine Le
Pen), Britain (the UK Independence Party’s Nigel Farage), Turkey
(President Recep Tayyip Erdogan),
Egypt (President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi) and Israel (Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu) where the
right wing attributes the results to
divine intervention while liberals
are in despair. In Syria enthusiasm
was no less great for being muted.
Where Syria is concerned,
neither the United States under
President Barack Obama nor the
European Union was willing to
commit resources that would have
allowed the opposition to prevail
and it looks unlikely Trump will
change the course of US policy.
Working with Russia on Syria
might be unavoidable, as it has
looked for some time. To that extent, a deal with Russian President
Vladimir Putin would confirm
Moscow’s enhanced clout in the
Middle East and beyond and could
lower tensions with the European
Union, whose internal divisions
and ever-lower military spending
deny it the luxury of a hard-nosed
foreign policy.
Turkey’s newly minted friendship with Russia has changed the
dynamics on the battlefield in
Syria and the best that might be
hoped for in Western capitals is
that a victory for Syrian President
Bashar Assad is not followed by a
bloodbath of the Syrian

opposition.
US relations with China and
Russia will dominate the agenda
followed by the turmoil in the
Middle East. A strong US military
presence remains necessary but
not sufficient to address all three.
Maintaining a strong military
balance in Europe and East Asia is
an important source of American
influence but if the new president
appreciates that trying to control
the internal politics of nationalism, tribe and the Sunni-Shia
divide, which bedevil the populations of the Middle East, is a
recipe for failure, that will mark
an improvement from previous US
administrations, either Democrat
or Republican.
The complex set of revolutions
in the Middle East, the result
of sectarian strife and delayed
modernisation, will fuel radical
jihadism, long encouraged by
Saudi Arabia, for years to come.
Obama has been much criticised
for withdrawing from the Middle
East but US military interventions
in the region have hardly helped it
modernise.
Obama’s legacy for that part of
the world will be determined by
how the Iran nuclear deal plays
out. Trump excoriated last year’s
deal between Iran and world
powers to shrink Tehran’s nuclear capacity but that accord was
incorporated into international
law by the UN Security Council. It
is not simply up to Washington to
tear it up.
What the Russians and the Chinese think cannot be disregarded

by Trump and Iranian President
Hassan Rohani would not be in
a comfortable position vis-à-vis
Iranian hardliners were US-Iran relations to revert to confrontation.
It is too early to say how events
will work out.
Trump might ratchet up support
for Israel but if he pursues the kind
of isolationist, America first, realist foreign policy he has declared
he would follow, might he be
inclined to reconsider the terms of
the tremendous — and largely unconditional — support the United
States provides to Israel? That
seems unlikely and neither settlement expansion nor rising intolerance towards any criticism of the
Israeli occupation are likely to
curry favour in Washington. Many
autocracies in the Middle East and
North Africa will be thankful not
to be lectured on human rights.
Robert Hunter, a former US
ambassador to NATO, has suggested that “quality people, able
to think for themselves and give
good, solid, strategically relevant
advice to a president, exist in both
political parties. They were largely
absent from the past two administrations”.
Such a judgment seems to me
rather harsh, especially where
Iran is concerned. I would not be
too sanguine about the number of
people able to think strategically
about the Middle East in the new
administration.
Francis Ghilès is an associate
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs.
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Hezbollah unveils its military might in Syria
Nicholas Blanford

Beirut

A

military parade on November 11th by Lebanon’s Hezbollah to mark
the Shia organisation’s
annual Martyrs’ Day revealed the extent to which the war
in Syria has augmented the Iranianbacked Party of God’s military capabilities.
The parade in the Syrian town
of Qusayr, 20km south of Homs,
involved dozens of armoured vehicles, including tanks, personnel
carriers (APCs), self-propelled artillery guns and communicationsjamming vehicles, visual confirmation of year-old reports that
Hezbollah has built an armoured
brigade in Syria.
The addition of an armoured
force underlines how much Hezbollah’s military capabilities have
expanded in the last decade in
quantity and quality. By admission
of the party’s leaders, its missiles
and rockets could reach any point
in Israel.
Israel estimates that Hezbollah’s
arsenal contains 130,000-150,000
missiles, compared to about 13,000
during the 2006 war with the Jewish state. Some of the missiles held
by Hezbollah carry guidance systems and 500-kg warheads.
Hezbollah also possesses Iranian
anti-ship missiles, a fleet of unmanned aerial vehicles — some of
which may have missile-carrying
capabilities — with ranges that cover all of Israel.

The parade in the
Syrian town of
Qusayr, 20km south
of Homs, involved
dozens of armoured
vehicles.
Much of Hezbollah’s arsenal, let
alone its sophisticated communications assets, would not look out of
place in a European army.
The Lebanese daily As Safir quoted Hezbollah Deputy SecretaryGeneral Sheikh Naim Qassem, as

saying: “We now have a trained
army and the Resistance (Hezbollah) does not need to rely on guerrilla tactics” — a statement retracted later by the group.
Hezbollah’s traditional military
doctrine is rooted in small unit,
hit-and-run guerrilla-style warfare
adapted to confront the powerful
Israeli Army but, since Hezbollah
began intervening in Syria in the
latter half of 2012 to defend the regime of Syrian President Bashar Assad, the organisation has evolved
into something more closely resembling a conventional army.

Israel estimates that
Hezbollah’s arsenal
contains 130,000150,000 missiles.
Hezbollah now fights in relatively
large formations, alongside other
military units, such as the Syrian
Army and Shia paramilitaries from
Iraq and elsewhere, operates armoured vehicles and artillery and
calls in air strikes. It has deployed
in a variety of terrains — from barren mountains to cramped urban
neighbourhoods — previously unfamiliar to the Lebanese combatants
— and has learned how to sustain
a logistical supply line far from its
core areas in Lebanon.
Some Hezbollah fighters have
even parachuted from high-flying
helicopters into combat zones, specifically the besieged Shia villages
of Kefraya and Fouaa in Idlib province.
In September 2015, Kuwait’s AlRai daily reported that the Syrian
Army had handed over 75 Sovietera tanks, including T-55s and
T-72s, so Hezbollah could build an
armoured brigade. The parade in
Qusayr provided confirmation of
that report. Some of the armoured
vehicles carried the new unit’s
emblem.
Among the vehicles displayed
were T-54, T-55, T-62 and T-72
tanks, BMP-1 armoured fighting vehicles, T-55 tank chassis mounted
with 57mm anti-aircraft guns (used
by Hezbollah in a ground support
role) and what appears to be R-330P
electronic warfare vehicles that

A column of tanks and armoured vehicles (including M113s on the left) at a Hezbollah military parade
marking the organisation’s Martyrs’ Day on November 11th in the Syrian town of Qusayr.
(AFP)
detect and jam radio communications. The parade included several
all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) mounted with Russian Kornet anti-tank
launchers, each carrying four missiles, and a large number of pick-up
trucks, some fitted with twin-barrelled 23mm or 57mm anti-aircraft
guns.
Curious additions were several
US-made M113 APCs armed with
23mm anti-aircraft guns. The Syrian Army does not possess M113
APCs, which suggests that the vehicles must have come from Lebanon
as they are in use by the Lebanese
Army. Some commentators indicated that the M113s may be the
result of collusion with the Lebanese Army, the world’s fifth largest recipient of US military assistance, but no evidence of this has
emerged. Hezbollah’s weaponry
often surpasses the army’s.
Another possibility is that the

APCs in Hezbollah’s possession
were taken from southern Lebanon
following Israel’s military withdrawal from its occupied border
strip in May 2000. The defunct Israeli-backed South Lebanon Army
militia used M113s and many were
abandoned.
The parade in Qusayr was attended by Sheikh Hisham Safieddine, head of Hezbollah’s Executive
Council, who gave a speech to the
assembled combatants.
Photographs of the event were
released on Hezbollah-supporting
social media sites. Qusayr was the
scene of one of Hezbollah’s first
major engagements in Syria when it
overran the town in a 17-day battle
in May-June 2013.
The mainly Sunni population of
the town fled and has not returned.
Instead, Qusayr has become an important military base for Hezbollah.
The ruins of the town are used as an

urban warfare training site in which
company-sized Hezbollah units,
armed with paintball guns, learn
to attack and defend, according to
a Hezbollah fighter who has served
in Qusayr.
Hezbollah’s conventional-style
military tactics in Syria are wellsuited against the generally lightly
armed rebel forces but it would be
a mistake to assume that Hezbollah
has abandoned its guerrilla origins
in the context of a future war with
Israel.
If Hezbollah and Israel come
to blows again, the dozens of armoured vehicles paraded through
Qusayr recently will stay on the Syrian side of the border.
Nicholas Blanford is the author of
Warriors of God: Inside Hezbollah’s
Thirty-Year Struggle Against Israel
(Random House 2011). He lives in
Beirut.

Iran’s attack on Lebanon

View poi nt

Khairallah
Khairallah

I

ran’s recent political attack
on Lebanon is quite remarkable. So is the Syrian
regime’s renewed attention
to a country that, a few
years ago, had removed
itself from its custody. Could all
of this be caused by nostalgia for
those bygone days?
Iran’s attack comes from a
desire to score immediately after
Michel Aoun’s election as
president of Lebanon. Tehran
had wished to send Iranian
Foreign Minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif to Aoun’s election
session in parliament but some
Lebanese were able to diplomatically avert that.
Zarif later travelled in Beirut to
congratulate Aoun, as if that
position had not remained empty
for two-and-a-half years because
of pressure from Iran. Should
Lebanon then rejoice in the
newly found freedom of its
presidency?
Zarif’s visit to Lebanon would
have been comforting if it had
been accompanied by a change in
Iran’s view of Lebanon as an Arab
country first. Lebanon’s interests
are with the Arabs first and
foremost, particularly the Gulf
countries. Anyone acting against

Could Zarif complete the favour
of releasing Iran’s grip on
Lebanon’s presidency by
completely releasing Lebanon?

these interests is planning to
plunge Lebanon in misery and
expatriating most of its citizens,
especially the Christians, so that
it becomes easy to take control of.
Lebanon’s new president did
well to remind everyone that the
country is committed to the Arab
League charter and to all other
international agreements,
meaning a commitment to the
international court appointed by
the UN Security Council that is
investigating Rafik Hariri’s
assassination in 2005.
Iran needs to review its policies
towards Lebanon, policies that
did nothing for the country
besides brandishing the weapons
of Hezbollah.
Can Iran turn into a normal
state and change its policies and
practices in regards to Lebanon?
The natural tendency is to be
pessimistic about that happening. This springs from the very
nature of the Iranian regime with
its tendency to export its own
crises and its belief that Iran is a
superpower capable of controlling the entire region.
The best illustration of that is
Iran’s implication in all the
sectarian strife in the Arab
region. Look at Bahrain, Kuwait
or Yemen. What did Iran do in
Iraq and what is it doing in Syria?
Who does it back among the
Palestinians and in Lebanon?
Iran could have played a
positive role in the region since
1979 but it chose instead to fan

sectarian conflicts. It chose to
terrorise its neighbours and even
remote countries such as Lebanon, which certainly does not
need assistance from a country
whose officials boast of being in
control of Arab capitals Baghdad,
Damascus, Beirut and Sana’a.
Zarif’s visit to Beirut could
have been an opportunity for Iran
to show that it can offer Lebanon
something other than trading in
its deals with what it calls the
“great Satan”, the United States,
and perhaps on in its deals with
the “minor Satan”, Israel. For
two-and-a-half years, Iran has
fiddled with the presidential
elections in Lebanon just to prove
that it is a major player in the
region. Worse, it wanted to
demonstrate that Lebanon is an
Iranian protectorate and that it
can negotiate its fate with the
United States.
Iran had let go of the presidential elections in Lebanon in a deal
with the United States. It seems
that the “great Satan” is willing to
let Iran bully the region in
exchange for the nuclear deal,
which in US President Barack
Obama’s eyes was his administration’s greatest single foreign
policy achievement. Would
things change under Donald
Trump, knowing that the latter
does not believe in the US nuclear
deal with Iran?
Zarif went to Beirut knowing
that Iran’s militias in Aleppo are
enjoying air cover from Russian

Iran could
have played
a positive
role in the
region since
1979 but
it chose
instead to
fan sectarian
conflicts.

planes while its militias in Iraq,
the Popular Mobilisation Units,
have US air cover. But will the
honeymoon with the “great
Satan” last when Obama leaves
the White House?
In his visit to Lebanon, Zarif
drew his strength from the fact
that the United States does not
wish to ruffle Iran’s feathers.
Because Lebanon has always
been a friend to the United States
and to the West in general, could
Zarif complete the favour of
releasing Iran’s grip on Lebanon’s
presidency by completely
releasing Lebanon?
In other words, the best gift to
Lebanon on the occasion of the
new era that has started with
Aoun’s election would be withdrawing Hezbollah forces from
Syria and ordering it to stop
threatening Arab visitors to
Lebanon.
While waiting for the day when
no illegal weapons would be
allowed on Lebanese soil,
whether belonging to Hezbollah
or to Palestinian organisations
manipulated by Syria, Iran’s
release of Lebanon would in the
end benefit Iran. The Iranian
regime could finally take care of
its citizens and would have the
chance to prove to the world that
Iran is a normal state and not a
party in every conflict in the
region.
Khairallah Khairallah is a
Lebanese writer.
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Kuwait gears up for parliamentary elections
The Arab Weekly staff

London

W

ith austerity measures taking hold in
Kuwait, the small
oil-rich Gulf country is gearing up for
its third parliamentary elections in
less than five years. A total of 454
candidates, including 15 women,
have registered to stand in polls November 27th, which many say will
result in a parliament less friendly
to the government.
Kuwaiti Emir Sheikh Sabah Ahmad al-Jaber al-Sabah dissolved
parliament in October and called
for new elections. “Due to the delicate regional developments and the
need to face the dangers of security
challenges, it became necessary to
go back to the people… to elect their
representatives… and contribute to
confronting those challenges,” alSabah said in a statement.
The decree was preceded by a call
from National Assembly Speaker
Marzouq al-Ghanim for snap elections, stressing that in the current
economic and security climate, a
parliament was required to impose
“a state of political stability”.
Before it was dissolved, the Kuwaiti parliament, which is considered one of the most powerful in
the Arab world, planned to question several government officials
regarding the economy, including
on the escalating price of petrol
and alleged financial violations.
The submission of motions for such
questioning by MPs has historically
led to the dissolution of Kuwait’s
parliament by the emir.

A total of 454
candidates,
including 15 women,
have registered to
stand in polls
November 27th.
Factoring heavily on Kuwaiti
minds are austerity measures imposed across the six Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) members. As a
part of economic reforms intended
to counter falling oil prices, Ku-

Kuwaitis attend an election campaign meeting for Kuwaiti Islamist and former member of parliament Osama al-Manawer, for the
upcoming parliamentary elections, in Kuwait City.
wait’s parliament voted in August
to hike petrol prices more than
80%.
Kuwait, which is projected to
have a deficit of $29 billion this fiscal year, has been urged by the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
to enact further subsidy reforms
to trim that deficit, despite the politically sensitivities involved. The
IMF stressed in its latest report that
Kuwait’s “fiscal and external accounts have deteriorated markedly” and that further subsidy reform
is “critical”.
Despite the Kuwaiti government
approving a detailed economic reform plan, which included massive
subsidy cuts, parliament fiercely
opposed the plan and the majority
of those running in the next elections are expected to do the same.

“We won’t allow the government
to plug the budget deficit from the
pockets of citizens,” candidate Jamal al-Omar was reported as saying
by Agence France-Presse.
A legal committee barred 47
would-be candidates from running
for the 50-seat parliament. A government statement said 31 were
barred because of previous convictions. Among the barred candidates was former MP Abdulhameed
Dashti, who has been living in the
United Kingdom since March and
was sentenced to 14 years hard labour for insulting Saudi Arabia and
Bahrain.
Dashti also called on Kuwaitis to
join the “Syrian jihad” in support
of the government of President
Bashar Assad.
Dashti was convicted under a Ku-

waiti law that allows individuals to
be prosecuted for what is viewed as
hostile acts against a foreign country that might jeopardise diplomatic relations or lead to war.

Kuwaiti Emir Sheikh
Sabah Ahmad
al-Jaber al-Sabah
dissolved parliament
in October.
Another factor in the snap elections is the security situation in
Kuwait.
In 2015, a member of the Islamic
state (ISIS) carried out a suicide
bomb attack in Kuwait that targeted a Shia mosque and killed 27
worshippers and injured hundreds
of others.

(AFP)

After the mosque bombing and
the ensuing public outcry, security
agencies launched a crackdown resulting in the dismantling of a number of alleged terrorist cells affiliated with ISIS and other terrorist
organisations, such as Iran-affiliated Hezbollah.
US officials have previously said
Qatar and Kuwait were not doing
enough to stop the funding of ISIS.
David Cohen, US Treasury undersecretary for terrorism and financial intelligence, lauded the cooperation from some Gulf countries,
such as Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates, but said Qatar and
Kuwait were “permissive jurisdictions for terrorist financing”. Kuwaiti authorities have pledged to
stop ISIS from obtaining funding
from within Kuwait’s borders.

Saudi investments in US said safe despite JASTA
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

S

audi Arabia has softened
its rhetoric regarding investing in the United States
by the government, its citizens and businesses. The
governor of the kingdom’s central
bank, known as the Saudi Arabian
Monetary Agency (SAMA), designated US investments as safe and
reaffirmed Saudi Arabia’s commitment to the Saudi riyal-US dollar
peg.

“We do not have
concerns over
Saudi investments
in the USA.
SAMA Governor
Ahmed Alkholifey

”

During a news conference after
submitting his annual report to
Saudi King Salman bin Abdelaziz Al
Saud, SAMA Governor Ahmed Alkholifey was asked about the possible effects of a Trump presidency
on the Justice Against Sponsors of
Terrorism Act (JASTA), which allows families of the victims of the
September 11th, 2001, terrorist attacks to sue Saudi officials for damages.
“We do not have concerns over
Saudi investments in the USA,” Alk-

holifey said.
The SAMA governor said Saudi
investments in the United States
enjoy “sovereign immunity” and
that the kingdom was not worried
about JASTA.
Al Eqtisadiya daily reported the
governor’s statement ends speculation about the kingdom’s plans to
change its investment policy in the
United States after Donald Trump’s
victory in the US presidential election or the passing of JASTA by the
US Congress.
Alkholifey said there was no “intent to change the riyal’s exchange
rate compared to the US dollar or to
change the dollar peg” and said the
Saudis would allow more foreign
banks to operate in the kingdom
as long as they are a “benefit to the
economy”.
Riyadh had issued a warning
in April that it would sell off hundreds of billions of dollars’ worth
of US assets if JASTA became law.
Still, Congress in October overrode
US President Barack Obama’s veto
of JASTA, making it the law of the
United States.
“What (Congress is) doing is
stripping the principle of sovereign
immunities, which would turn the
world for international law into the
law of the jungle,” said Saudi Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir at the
time.
There is a strong belief in Washington the veto override was politically motivated as members of
Congress did not want to be seen to

be voting against the families of the
victims of 9/11 so close to the election in November.
Besides JASTA, relations between
Riyadh and Washington deteriorated during the Obama administration, mainly over the US nuclear
deal with Iran and the failure to
agree on an endgame to the war in
Syria.

Riyadh had issued a
warning in April that
it would sell off
hundreds of billions
of dollars’ worth of
US assets if JASTA
became law.
In late October, US Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew, while on a visit to
the kingdom, said JASTA had “serious implications” on common USGulf interests.
Lew, who met with finance ministers of Gulf Cooperation Council
members during the trip, said JASTA “would enact broad changes in
long-standing international law regarding sovereign immunity that, if
applied globally, could have serious
implications for our shared interests”.
Lew emphasised the United
States’ commitment to holding individuals responsible when they
commit horrendous acts but without “undermining important international legal principles”.

Governor of Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency Ahmed Alkholifey,
speaks at a news conference in Riyadh on November 14th.
(AFP)
“I assume that the kingdom is
now aware more than any time
before that the law will surely be
amended or revoked by the US legislative body,” Salman al-Ansari,
founder of the Saudi-American
Public Relation Affairs Committee,
told CNN.

Ansari said he does not believe
the kingdom would pull its investments from the United States.
“Saudis know that America remains its most valuable and timehonoured partner, even in the face
of economic and political turmoil,”
he said.
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Trump’s victory likely to improve US-Egyptian ties
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

T

ellingly, reportedly the
first foreign leader to
congratulate US President-elect Donald Trump
was Egyptian President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi. Although the
two had met only once, they seem
to share a similar outlook about
threats facing Egypt, the Middle
East and the larger international
community.
From Sisi’s perspective, Trump
represents the anti-Barack Obama
and the anti-Hillary Clinton. Much
of the hostility towards these leading Democrats stems from the time
of Muslim Brotherhood leader Muhammad Morsi’s election as Egyptian president in 2012 and the aftermath of his ouster from power
in 2013.
In the summer of 2012, when
it appeared that Morsi had won
the presidential vote, the Egyptian military was reluctant to announce the winner; earlier, the
ruling military council had issued
a decree stripping the presidency
of real power. Clinton, then US secretary of State, urged the Egyptian
military to respect the outcome of
the election and publicly declared
that the military should return to
a “purely national security role” —
meaning it should go back to the
barracks.

From Sisi’s
perspective, Trump
represents the
anti-Barack Obama
and the anti-Hillary
Clinton.
The following summer, Obama,
as US president, criticised the severe crackdown on the Muslim
Brotherhood by Sisi, then Defence
minister, and the security services
and two months later suspended a
large portion of US military aid to
Egypt.
These statements and policies of
Clinton and Obama fed conspiracy
theories in Egypt that Washington
supported the Brotherhood and
aimed to weaken Egypt. Although
Obama restored US military aid in
March 2015, distrust in Cairo about
US motives lingered. For its part,
the Obama administration did not

Donald Trump (L) looks on as Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi speaks during a meeting on September 19th, 2016, in New York. 		
																
(AFP)
afford Sisi a White House visit because of his government’s arrest of
dissidents, journalists and human
rights activists.
Differing attitudes towards Egypt
were evident when Clinton and
Trump had separate meetings with
Sisi during the opening session of
the UN General Assembly in September in New York. Clinton, while
praising counterterrorism cooperation with Egypt, emphasised the
need for it to “respect… the rule of
law and human rights” and raised
the issue of an Egyptian-American
non-governmental
organisation
leader under detention.
Trump, on the other hand, said
his administration would be “a loyal friend, not simply an ally” and
that he would support Egypt’s fight
against “radical Islamic terrorism”.
Trump pledged to support legislation in the US Congress that would
designate the Muslim Brotherhood
a terrorist organisation. (Obama
has said he would veto such legislation.) Much to Sisi’s pleasure,
Trump did not raise human rights

issues in their talk.
Following the meeting, Trump
praised Sisi as a “fantastic guy”
who has taken a “tough approach”
towards terrorists, “much different
from” that of the Obama administration. When asked during a CNN
interview about Trump’s threat
to ban Muslims from entering the
United States, Sisi dismissed it
as merely campaign talk. “Actual
government will be something different and will be subject to many
factors,” Sisi said.
Trump and Sisi appear to share a
similar benign view of Russia, particularly towards the Syrian crisis,
which probably helped to cement
their friendship. Egypt has avoided criticising Russia’s role in Syria,
which has caused tensions with
Saudi Arabia, and maintains relations with the Assad government
out of concern that Islamist groups
could emerge victorious in Syria if
their power is not checked.
Trump avoided criticising Russia
during his election campaign and
said it “would be great” if Russia

and the United States would fight
the Islamic State (ISIS) together.
Though Sisi’s supporters in
Egypt have praised Trump as being
a “strong leader” who will more
vigorously support Egypt’s antiterrorism campaign, his detractors raised alarms. Egyptians who
remain sympathetic to the Muslim
Brotherhood denounced Trump as
a “hater of Islam and Muslims”.

Trump praised Sisi as
a “fantastic guy”
who has taken a
“tough approach”
towards terrorists.
There is concern among Egyptian human rights and democracy
activists that Trump will neglect
Egypt’s human rights record.
Longtime activist Saad Eddin Ibrahim said he fears there will be “no
defenders” of human rights in the
Trump White House.
Indeed, Sisi might even be invited to the White House in the early

months of the Trump administration as a way for the new US president to signal support for tough,
authoritarian leaders in their
fight against ISIS and like-minded
groups.
While an embrace of Sisi fits
Trump’s worldview, particularly
with regards to terrorism, there
may be downsides. Giving Sisi carte
blanche to clamp down on his critics is likely to build more societal
pressures for a political upheaval,
especially now that Egypt is undertaking painful economic reforms to
conform to its deal with the International Monetary Fund.
Instead of the safety-valve approach — allowing the opposition
to let off political steam — the policy of indulgence could be counterproductive for Egypt’s long-term
stability.
Gregory Aftandilian is a lecturer
in the Pardee School of Global
Studies at Boston University and
is a former US State Department
Middle East analyst.

Egypt possibly eyeing a more active role in Syria
Ibrahim Ouf

Cairo

E

gypt says it will not send
troops to Syria but that
does not rule out the possibility it is being pushed
to play a political role to
bring the war to an end, experts
said.
“Egypt is the country most
qualified to broker a settlement
to the conflict in Syria, given the
fact that it is on good terms with
everybody involved in the Syrian
conflict,” said political researcher
Hani al-Jamal. “Unlike other countries, Egypt does not have a special
agenda for or against any player in
this conflict.”

against terrorism.
A short time later, Russian media reports suggested Egypt would
send troops to aid Assad against
radical Islamist groups occupying
large swathes of Syria. The Syrian presidency said it would issue
a statement if there are Egyptian
troops in Syria.
The Egyptian Foreign Ministry
vehemently denied the reports,
saying sending troops to Syria is

not on Cairo’s agenda.
“Reports that we are sending
our army to fight in Syria are totally baseless,” said Foreign Ministry spokesman Ahmed Abu Zeid.
“Egypt is for a peaceful settlement
of the conflict in Syria.”
“There are close contacts between Cairo and Damascus now,”
said Bassam al-Malik, a spokesman
for the Syrian opposition coalition.
“Over the past three years, Egypt

Egypt says it will not
send troops to Syria
but that does not rule
out a political role.
Egypt’s denial of potential military involvement in Syria comes
hard on the heels of a rare visit to
Cairo late in October by Ali Mamlouk, a special security adviser to
Syrian President Bashar Assad.
In Cairo, Mamlouk met with
Egyptian intelligence officials and
discussed cooperation in the fight

Egypt’s Foreign Minister Sameh Shoukry (L) attends an
international meeting in Lausanne, last October, where the crisis
in Syria was discussed.
(Reuters)

has managed to open channels of
communication with the Syrian
regime after a brief freeze in relations.”
Malik applied for political asylum in Egypt a few months ago but,
he said, his request was turned
down.
Syria is expected to be the main
topic in discussions between Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi
and Russian President Vladimir
Putin, who, Egyptian media reports say, is expected in Cairo in
November.
Putin is expected to attend a
signing ceremony of contracts to
build a nuclear power reactor in
north-western Egypt using Russian technology and funding.
He is also expected to announce
the resumption of Russian flights
to the Red Sea resorts of Sharm elSheikh and Hurghada, a year after
they were suspended when a Russian passenger plane was brought
down by a bomb over Sinai.
Putin’s expected push for more
Egyptian involvement in Syria
will, sources say, seek to exploit
two main developments: The first
is the success of Donald Trump in
winning the US presidential election and the second being the recent flare-up of tensions between
Cairo and Riyadh over Syria.
Trump has promised to cooper-

ate with Russia in ending the Syrian conflict and suspend US support for the Syrian opposition.

In late October, Ali
Mamlouk, a special
security adviser to
Syrian President
Bashar Assad, visited
Cairo.
Egypt, on the other hand, backs
the Russian clampdown on radical
groups fighting Assad, favours him
staying in power for a transitional
period and prefers a negotiated solution to the conflict.
In this, Egypt differs from its
main financiers in the Gulf, especially Saudi Arabia, which is angered by Cairo’s failure to follow its
stance on Syria.
Egyptian analysts said the fact
that Cairo has started breaking the
ice between it and Iran also gives it
more leverage in the Syrian war.
“Cairo has no bias when it comes
to the Syrian conflict,” said Tarek
Fahmi, a political science professor
at Cairo University. “This makes it
a trustworthy broker for all players
in this conflict.”
Ibrahim Ouf is an Egyptian
journalist based in Cairo.
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Algeria edges closer to fully defeating
terrorism, official says
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

wenty five years after the “dirty war” that
was launched by Islamist radicals, Algeria is on
the verge of winning the
battle against terrorism, said army
Chief of Staff Ahmed Gaid Salah.
The civil war claimed up to
200,000 lives and resulted in economic losses estimated at more
than $80 billion due to sabotage and
missed development opportunities,
the government said.
“The Popular National Army is
getting closer to a full defeat of terrorism and we are about to toss this
phenomenon into the dustbin of
history,” Gaid Salah told other officers on November 10th.
“After achieving such a goal, we
will focus on completing our ambitious project of building a strong,
modern and deterrent national
army.”
In November 1991, two Algerian
veterans of the Afghan war, Alissa
Messaoudi (known as Tayeb el-Afghani) and Abderrahmane Dahane
(Dahane El-Afghani), led an attack
on a military post at Guemar in
south-eastern Algeria. The assailants, from the extremist group Takfir wal-Hijra, slit the throats of 15
young conscripts guarding the post
and fled after seizing weapons and
ammunition.

The civil war claimed
up to 200,000
lives and resulted
in economic
losses estimated at
more than $80
billion.
Gruesome violence ensued with
Islamist groups metastasising from
the Islamic Armed Movement to the
Islamic Salvation Army and then

A 2014 file picture shows Algerian Army troops carrying out search operations in the mountainous eastern Tizi Ouzou region.
into the Armed Islamic Group before forging links with global terror
groups such as al-Qaeda and the Islamic State (ISIS).
Over the years, civilians were often the victims of extreme violence
and brutality. Islamists killed more
than 70 journalists. They also went
after foreigners in the country, with
more than 100 killed in grisly attacks.
Algerians have heard many optimistic predictions about eradicating terrorism but analysts said Gaid
Salah’s latest comments are more
credible. They point to a lack of recruits by the Islamist terror groups
in Algeria and a sharp drop in their
financial resources. The Algerian
Army has also changed its strategy
and targets armed radicals in their

hideouts.
“Unlike before, armed groups are
no longer able to attract new recruits. The latest person who joined
al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb
was a young man from Ain elHamra village in the north-eastern
region of Bordj Menail. That was in
July 2015,” said analyst Ramdane
Kebabbi, citing local intelligence officials.
“The money flow to armed
groups is drying up as the radicals
are growing incapable of carrying
out money-generating operations
like kidnappings. The government
forces have stepped up assaults on
the members of armed groups and
over the years the numbers of radical elements have not risen.”
Tewfik Hamel, an Algerian ex-

pert in military history and defence
studies at the University of Paul
Valery in France, said: “The military
and security forces have switched
to a heavy-handed strategy, which
is to go get the terrorists where they
are, alive or dead. There are now
more operations to search for radicals and comb regions where armed
Islamists can have bases or hideouts.”
Defence Ministry statements indicate that more than 120 armed
Islamists have been killed in operations this year compared to 157 in
2015.
Hamel and other analysts note
that a shift in the Algerian military
strategy has been noticeable since
January 2013 when 40 people,
mostly foreign contractors, were

(AFP)

killed by al-Qaeda militants. Jihadists then attacked Tiguentourine
gas plant near the Libyan border and
took dozens of workers hostage.
While Algeria is on a steady path
to reduce the domestic threat of
radical Islam, its long-term stability
is linked to its immediate environment, analysts said.
“The regional security environment is uncertain, ambiguous and
complicated. It puts Algeria at a
precarious junction from where it
can progress towards modernity
and progress or relapse into uncontrollable chaos, especially with the
abundance of weapons in the region,” Hamel said.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.

Algeria says it seeks to mend ties with Morocco
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

A

lgerian Prime Minister
Abdelmalek Sellal said
Algiers was ready to settle its differences with
neighbouring Morocco
but Moroccan analysts and politicians said his words must be backed
by deeds.
“Morocco is a neighbouring and
brotherly country. We have some
outstanding disagreements. There
is a divergence of vision. In Algeria,
we prefer a global approach and a
direct dialogue to resolve all issues,
especially when it comes to specific
issues and our country is ready to
settle them in a serious and peaceful manner,” Sellal said in an interview with the Arab daily Asharq alAwsat.

Algerian Prime
Minister Abdelmalek
Sellal said Algiers
was ready to settle its
differences with
neighbouring
Morocco.
A Moroccan official source, who
requested anonymity, told The Arab
Weekly that Morocco had always
wanted to mend ties with Algeria.
“Algiers has to walk the walk. Its
goodwill to settle its differences
with Rabat is a good thing but must
be backed by concrete acts and positive signs,” said the source.

Sellal’s interview with the London-based Saudi newspaper came
days before his visit to Saudi Arabia,
a staunch ally of Morocco.
Nabil Adel, director of the Re
search Institute of Geopolitics and
Geo-economics at ESCA School of
Management in Casablanca, said he
was not surprised by Sellal’s declaration “which is not something
new”.
“Algeria’s positions have not
evolved. There has to be something
concrete behind the declarations of
Algerian politicians,” said Adel.
“Are we going to talk about the
opening of the borders? Are we going to talk about Algeria’s position
regarding the Western Sahara issue?
Or are they going to be general declarations without bringing real action?” he asked.
Sellal said the question of Western Sahara was the subject of a
political process of negotiations
between Morocco and the Polisario
Front on the principle of the right to
self-determination.
“My country supports this process and respects it and hopes for an
early conclusion of the negotiations
and a final and fair solution to this
conflict,” he said.
Morocco annexed Western Sa
hara, a former Spanish territory, in
1975. Polisario Front guerrillas began an armed conflict with Morocco
for an independent state that lasted
until the United Nations brokered a
ceasefire in 1991.
Rabat has proposed a form of
autonomy under Moroccan sover
eignty for the vast territory, which
has fewer than 1 million inhabit
ants. The proposal was rejected by

A September 2016 file photo of Algerian Prime Minister Abdelmalek Sellal attending the opening
session of the 15th International Energy Forum in Algiers.
the Algeria-backed Polisario Front,
which insists on the right of the
Sahrawi people to self-determination in a UN-monitored vote.
Adel said the aim of Sellal’s declaration was to “break the ice especially at a time when many African
countries are turning their back on
the Polisario Front following Morocco’s improved ties with many
nations in the African continent”.
Mountacir Zian, director-general
of the Mediterranean Company of
Analysis and Strategic Intelligence,
said “Algeria will cease to finance

the separatist movement sooner or
later because the low oil prices are
taking their toll on its economy.”
Algeria’s revenues have shrunken
sharply over the past two years as
oil prices fell from record highs.
Its 2017 budget which foresees tax
hikes and salary freezes to offset a
plunge in its oil revenues has angered teachers and medical workers
who are threatening to go on strike.
Sellal’s statement came as Algerian army Chief of Staff General
Gaid Salah supervised military manoeuvres in South-Tindouf that

(AFP)

seek “the offensive in movement”,
a statement from the Algerian Defence Ministry said.
It is the second live-fire exercise in a single year by the Algerian
Army at the southern border zone
with Morocco.
Zian said the fact that Algeria mobilised its army on its border with
Morocco was part of Algiers’ psychological warfare.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.
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Israeli-Russian
ties stronger
thanks to Syria
war
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

I

srael and Russia recently
marked the 25th anniversary
of bilateral ties with signs that
relations between the two
countries were significantly
improving, especially regarding
the war in Syria.
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu has met with Russian
President Vladimir Putin three
times in the past year in addition to
having at least six phone conversations during the same period.
Russian Prime Minister Dmitry
Medvedev visited Israel in midNovember, meeting with Israeli
President Reuven Rivlin and leader of the opposition Isaac Herzog
as well as Netanyahu, who urged
that Moscow and Tel Aviv “must
continue our mutual fight against
terror”.

Some analysts said
that, although Israel
may want to see the
weakening of Assad,
it does not want him
to be overthrown.
During the visit, Israeli Agriculture Minister Uri Ariel offered to
give Medvedev a $50,000 drone
that was on display. Ariel came under fire from the Israeli opposition,
which noted that the drone contained sensitive technology that
was not meant to be shared with
the Russians.
The move could have been a
response to an earlier symbolic
Russian gesture. In June, Russia
returned to Israel an Israeli tank
seized by Syrian troops in Lebanon
in 1982. The tank, given as a gift by

the Syrians to Moscow, had been
on display at a museum in Russia.
There are reportedly 1.5 million
Israeli citizens who are originally
from Russia or the former Soviet
Union. Israel is also one of the
most popular tourist destinations
for Russians but the area that has
witnessed increasing cooperation
is war-torn Syria.
The Israeli and the Russians established a hotline in 2015 over
which they coordinate militarily to
avoid accidental clashes. Although
Moscow and Tel Aviv are not backing the same sides in the Syrian
conflict, they have shown an understanding towards each other’s
security interests.
Russia supports the regime of
Syrian President Bashar Assad,
which is backed by Iran and Lebanon’s Hezbollah. The Israelis frequently bomb Syrian military sites
and weapons that it says could
threaten Israel’s security if they
fall into the wrong hands — without objection from Russia.
Some analysts said that, although Israel may want to see the
weakening of Assad, it does not
want him to be overthrown. He
and his father, Hafez, before him
had kept Syrian borders with Israel
relatively peaceful.
“Israel has developed a tacit security regime over the Syrian situation. It is in the interest of both
[Israel and Russia] to ensure that
the crisis does not spill over to the
Israeli-occupied Golan Heights
and other neighbouring countries,
as well as to prevent the spread of
Islamist extremism across the region,” said Asaf Siniver, associate
professor in international security
in the department of political science and international studies at
the University of Birmingham,
England.
Although Israel is unhappy with

Russian President Vladimir Putin (L) welcomes Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu at the
Kremlin in Moscow, last June. 								
(Reuters)
Russia’s support for Iran and Hezbollah, “for now, the common desire to keep a lid on the Syrian crisis
is enough to enable both countries
to see more shared interests than
differences in their regional cooperation”, added Siniver.
This could change after the departure of US President Barack
Obama, who had a “strained relationship” with Netanyahu, said
Siniver. “This tacit relationship
(between Israel and Russia) is unlikely to be sustained over the long
run and is very much dependent
on regional and other external development, not least among them
is what President-elect [Donald]
Trump’s policies will be on these
issues,” he said.
Ibrahim Fraihat, international
conflict resolution professor at
the Doha Institute for Graduate
Studies, also sees the warming of
Israeli-Russian ties partly owing to
Obama’s foreign policy.
“Israel has no choice but to beg
for Russian cooperation in Syria
as Moscow emerged as the sole
decision maker in Syria after the

Obama administration voluntarily
chose to distance itself from the
Syria chaos with the exception of
fighting ISIS,” said Fraihat, using
an acronym of the Islamic State.
Many media outlets of the Syrian
regime, Iran and Hezbollah, which
brand themselves as the “axis of
resistance”, have portrayed Russia as an ally that opposes not only
American policies but also Israeli
ones, including in Syria but the
increased Russian-Israeli cooperation, especially over Syria, has
made it more difficult to continue
with that narrative.

Israel frequently
bombs Syrian
military sites
without objection
from Russia.
“The ‘axis of resistance’ is becoming ever-more reliant on a
country whose relations with Israel are going from strength to
strength — an inconvenient truth
to which the alliance and its sup-

porters continue to turn a blind
eye,” said Sharif Nashashibi, a journalist and analyst on Arab affairs.
“This role of ‘resistance’ has long
been reduced to mere lip service
as the alliance busily kills Syrians
instead.”
Fraihat agreed, saying: “Russia
has never been anti-Israel. It aims
to use the axis (Iran, Syria, and
Hezbollah) as part of balancing its
relationship with the US in the region.”
Mahan Abedin, an analyst of
Iranian politics, distinguished between the view of Damascus towards Moscow and the view from
Tehran. “The Syrians have been
hosting a Russian naval base in
Tartus for decades and they are for
all intents and purposes a strategic
ally of Russia’s. Iran does not view
Russia as an ally,” said Abedin.
“What’s really noteworthy is
since direct Russian military intervention in the Syrian conflict began in September 2015, Israel has
continued to consistently attack
Hezbollah and Syrian government
positions inside Syria.”

Israel welcomes Trump’s win with new
anti-Palestinian laws

View poi nt

Kamel
Hawwash

T

he election of Donald
Trump as president of
the United States
seems to have
emboldened Israeli
politicians, who
clearly feel their strongest ally
will provide them with the
chance to end any hope of
freedom or independence for the
Palestinians.
Soon after Trump’s win, the
Israeli cabinet approved two sets
of draft legislation. One would
retroactively grant legal status to
illegal outposts across the West
Bank in defiance of international
law. The other would ban the use
of loudspeakers to carry the
adhan — Muslim call for prayer.
The outpost legalisation bill is
likely to pass in the Knesset,
despite initial hesitation by
Finance Minister Moshe Kahlon,
who is now supportive.
Reaction from the administration of US President Barack
Obama against the illegal settlements was immediate and strong.
US State Department spokeswoman Elizabeth Trudeau said
Washington was “deeply con-

Israel’s bill to ban the call to
prayer has angered and united
both Christian and Muslim
Palestinians.

cerned” by the proposal, expressing hope that “it does not become
law” as “this would represent an
unprecedented and troubling
step that’s inconsistent with prior
Israeli legal opinion and also
break long-standing Israeli policy
of not building on private
Palestinian land”.
She added: “This legislation
would be a dramatic advancement of the settlement enterprise, which is already gravely
endangering the prospects for a
two-state solution.”
This was in sharp contrast to
the deafening silence from the
Trump camp. Trump, who claims
to be a better negotiator than his
competitors for the presidency,
has not questioned the $38 billion
aid package the United States
gifted Israel for which it gets
nothing in return regarding
America’s policy of creating a
two-state solution to the conflict.
The bill to silence the Muslim
call for prayer drew no reaction
from either the current or future
US administrations. However, it
angered Palestinians who say
Israel is acting to please Israelis
in illegal settlements who claim
the call to prayer annoys them
and is noise pollution. Palestinians see it as another attempt to
erase Jerusalem’s proud nonJewish religious and cultural
heritage.

The bill angered and united
Christian and Muslim Palestinians. Greek Orthodox Archbishop
of Sebastia Theodosios Atallah
Hanna condemned the bill.
Hanna said he considered the
Israeli ban as “a dangerous and
unprecedented step that comes
as part of Israel’s racist policy
aiming to Judaise Jerusalem”.
Today, they are targeting
mosques and tomorrow is the
churches’ turn, he said.
Palestinian-Israeli members of
parliament used their status to
recite the adhan from the podium
of the Knesset in defiance of the

Israel aims
to grant legal
status to socalled illegal
outposts
across the
West Bank.

A general view of the Israeli settlement of
Moddin Elite surrounded by a defensive wall
near the West Bank city of Ramallah.
(AFP)

measure. Ironically, the bill’s
progress through the Knesset is
stuttering because ultraorthodox
politicians fear it might restrict
broadcasts from synagogues.
It is unlikely that the Trump
camp, which is well-known for its
anti-Muslim rhetoric, will protest
such restrictions to the freedom
of worship. Israeli politicians
expect upcoming US policies to
be even more in their favour.
Right-wing Education Minister
Naftali Bennett was quick to
declare that “Trump’s victory is
an opportunity for Israel to
immediately retract the notion of
a Palestinian state in the centre of
the country, which would hurt
our security and just cause”.
He concluded that “this is the
position of the president-elect, as
written in his platform, and it
should be our policy, plain and
simple. The era of a Palestinian
state is over.”
Jason Greenblatt, a legal
adviser to Trump, said: “The two
sides are going to have to decide
how to deal with that region but
it’s certainly not Mr Trump’s view
that settlement activity should be
condemned and that it’s an
obstacle for peace — because it is
not the obstacle for peace.”
Kamel Hawwash is a
British-Palestinian academic
and writer based in Birmingham.
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Moroccan vault protects seeds from climate change
Samia Errazzouki

Rabat

S

hould a doomsday agricultural crisis hit the world’s
driest environments, scientists and farmers will
turn to an up-and-coming
research-centred bank in Morocco
to restock their harvest.
Tucked away in the university
hub of Irfane in Rabat, the International Centre for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA)
hosts the largest collection of seeds
in North Africa.
“If for any reason, a particular
community lost all their resources,
we are capable of providing them
with the seeds for restoration and
rehabilitation,” said Ahmed Amri,
head of ICARDA’s Genetic Resources Unit.

ICARDA in Rabat
hosts the largest
collection of seeds in
North Africa.
The crucial role of seed banks in
protecting biodiversity is receiving increasing attention because
of climate change, which threatens to wipe out crops as dry areas
of the world get hotter and drier.
The effect on African agriculture is
among the topics being discussed
at UN climate talks in Morocco.
The site in Rabat has become
ICARDA’s primary centre of storage
and research after its previous hub
in Aleppo, Syria, was seized by an
Islamist rebel group in September
2015.
“We couldn’t continue doing this
work because of the situation in
Syria, so we decided to make ar-

rangements to move elsewhere to
continue our work,” said Amri, who
used to work in Aleppo but is now
leading genetic research efforts in
Rabat.
While many of the research activities moved to Rabat, 98% of
the Aleppo centre’s seeds were
transferred to ICARDA’s centre in
Lebanon. Duplicates were sent to a
doomsday seed vault in Svalbard in
the Norwegian Arctic, which serves
as a backup for other seed banks
worldwide.
Rebels from the ultraconservative Ahrar al-Sham group have occupied the Aleppo centre since
September 2015, cutting off access
to its 75 employees. Amri has daily
contact with the five staff members
who remain in Aleppo, including
associate scientist Ali Shehadeh.
“With the ceasefire, it’s stable
and unstable at times,” Shehadeh
said from Aleppo in a Skype interview facilitated by Amri.
The Rabat centre has tens of
thousands of seeds — spanning
from wheat and barley to lentils
and chickpeas — inside a vault in
near-freezing temperatures. The
seed bank preserves these essential
staples and develops them to become more resistant to disease and
a warming climate.
Morocco faced an unprecedented
drought in 2015 that scientists and
the government linked to climate
change, with drier and warmer winters in Morocco and neighbouring
countries.
Domestic
grain
production
dropped, forcing the government
to drop tariffs on imports to avoid
shortages and stem rising prices. In
October, the government decided
to temporarily remove import duties for lentils to lower the price
ahead of the winter season — a time
when lentils are widely consumed

Inaam El Meziani, assistant researcher at ICARDA, inspects seeds to ensure they are free from
diseases in the Rabat seed bank, Morocco, October 21st, 2016.
in Morocco.
Scientists at the Rabat centre
work closely with farmers in Marchouch, a nearby rural town. The
scientists provide seed samples to
farmers who allocate about 2% of
their farmland to test the seeds and
provide feedback to scientists.
“We are looking for sciencebased solutions for farmers’ problems,” said Shiv Kumar Agrawal,
a lentil breeder with ICARDA. The
problems include contending with
droughts, invasive insects and increasing production.
Farmers report to scientists on

the results of the harvest yielded
from the seed samples, after which
further tests are conducted to improve the seeds’ durability and production yield.
Farmer Abdellah Slimani, 48,
president of a farmers’ cooperative in Marchouch, said the feedback loop has helped him and fellow farmers to improve their own
methods as climate change continues to affect harvests.
“We hope that this year’s harvest
will be better, God willing,” Slimani
said.
Bruce Campbell of the Consor-

(AP)

tium of International Agricultural
Research Centres said the climate
conference in Marrakech offers a
unique opportunity to address the
effects of climate change on African
agriculture.
“Considering all African countries have included agriculture in
their climate adaptation strategies, (the conference) will be the
ideal setting to discuss how the
most promising solutions can be
deployed and indeed, funded,” he
said.
The Associated Press

US risks losing moral authority on climate change

View poi nt

Rashmee
Roshan Lall

I

t was rotten luck and very
bad timing, but a key world
climate change conference in
Morocco coincided with news
that 60 million Americans
had elected a man who calls
global warming “bullshit” and a
“hoax” perpetrated by the Chinese
for canny business reasons.
Donald Trump, who will be the
United States’ 45th president as of
midday January 20th, once said the
manifestations of climate change
were “just weather”. In 18 months
of the election campaign he promised to “bring back” the United
States’ coal industry, whatever that
might mean. Share prices in oil
drilling and coal companies have
soared since Trump’s victory.
It is fair to ask if a prolonged
season of heavy weather is upon
us all, especially individuals and
institutions that have laboured to
put the planet’s health on the critical list. What will a climate change
denier’s elevation to the American
presidency mean for the planet and
especially for the imperilled Middle
East and North Africa (MENA)?
First, to the specifics.
If anyone thought it seemed
hotter than ever this year, and
especially so in a MENA country,
they were right. While the Marrakech conference was under way,
the United Nations’ World Meteorological Organisation predicted that
2016 would probably be the hottest
year ever recorded. Mitribah in
Kuwait sweated through 54 degrees
Celsius on July 21st, which may be
the highest temperature on record
for Asia.
Unfortunately, Mitribah or
Mitribah-like temperatures may
become more the norm for MENA
by the end of this century. Research conducted at Germany’s
Max Planck Institute for Chem-

Trump or not, the US shares the
planet with everyone else.

istry and the Cyprus Institute in
Nicosia indicated that near-inferno
conditions are likely for MENA, no
matter what steps are taken now. In
a few decades, summer night-time
temperatures will stay at or above
30 degrees Celsius and the daytime
average could touch 46 degrees
Celsius.
Clearly, the MENA region is going
to be nearly as hot as Hades whichever way efforts to arrest climate
change go. Is it all a bit worthless
then, especially as the world may
be less able to act once the United
States is led by a climate changedenier such as Trump?
It is unclear whether the United
States will formally withdraw from
the landmark Paris agreement to
limit global greenhouse emissions.
The agreement went into force
November 4th, just before Morocco
welcomed delegates to COP 22,
the 22nd Conference of Parties to
the UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change.

If the United States rejects the
Paris agreement despite ratification, its non-participation in a
global common cause would be
keenly felt for it is the world’s
second biggest polluter after China.
It is also (at least until Trump’s election win) something of a role model
and a persuasive force in global
opinion-building.
Even though countries that
have ratified the Paris agreement
are technically not allowed to
withdraw at least until 2020, why
should that matter to Trump’s
America? It could simply stop
measuring greenhouse gas emissions with a determined plan to not
report to the relevant UN secretariat.
The Paris deal requires the ratifying countries (105 at the moment)
to report every five years on the
progress they have made towards
achieving their emissions-control
targets. The first reporting period
is 2023.

Denial is just
as bad as
deplorable
recklessness
towards
stewardship
of the
planet.

UN climate chief Patricia Espinosa (R), and Morocco’s Foreign Minister
Salaheddine Mezouar (C) celebrate after the proclamation of Marrakech, at the
COP 22 climate change conference in Marrakech, on November 17th.

(AP)

If Trump’s America simply failed
to turn in a report to the United
Nations, however, it would face no
consequences. The Paris agreement has no mechanism to force a
country to set a specific target, by a
specific date and there is no penalty
for failing to meet targets.
So, the United States can continue to choke itself by emitting
more greenhouse gases. A finding
by independent research firm Lux
Research, which has headquarters
in the United States, stated that carbon dioxide output would be 16%
higher under a Trump presidency
were he to complete two terms in
the White House.
This is because Trump’s America
could do the following: Scrap the
Clean Power Plan, which has been
helping to cut emissions; end
billions of dollars in funding for
clean energy schemes; allow fossil
fuel projects such as the Keystone
Pipeline development and Dakota
Access Pipeline; escalate production of coal, oil and natural gas and
encourage investment in high-carbon energy sources.
That said, Trump or not, the
United States shares the planet with
everyone else. New York, Miami
and Boston would be affected by
rising seas. California, which is in
the throes of a three-year drought,
could have dry spells that last two
or three decades, scientists say.
Some months ago, Trump said he
did not believe California’s drought,
its worst in 1,200 years, really
existed.
Denial is just as bad as deplorable
recklessness towards stewardship
of the planet. If it goes rogue on
climate change collaboration with
the world, the United States will
lose moral authority and a great
deal else besides.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a columnist
for The Arab Weekly. Her blog can
be found at www.rashmee.com and
she is on Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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Trump adviser
boosts Turkish
hopes for better ties
Thomas Seibert

Washington

T

he man US President-elect
Donald Trump has asked
to be his national security
adviser has called on Washington to extradite a bitter
rival of Turkey’s President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan, a move that is boosting hopes in Ankara for better ties
with the United States once the billionaire businessman is in power.
Analysts said, however, the Turks
could be in for a disappointment
because their expectation might turn
out to be wishful thinking.
Officials in Ankara are awaiting
Trump’s inauguration in January
because they expect him to be more
sympathetic to their interests than
US President Barack Obama. Pressure
on government critics in Turkey, differences about Syria and a perceived
reluctance by Washington to fulfil a
Turkish extradition request for USbased cleric Fethullah Gulen have
cooled relations between Washington and Ankara.

Erdogan might be
surprised to find
out that he has a
wider range of
disagreements
with Trump than
with Obama.

”

Aykan Erdemir,
a senior fellow at the
Foundation for Defense of
Democracies
Turkey claims that Gulen was the
mastermind of the failed coup against
Erdogan in July and is banking on a
Trump administration to hand him
over. “Our hopes with regard to the
extradition have risen,” Turkish Justice Minister Bekir Bozdag said.
A recent statement by Trump’s
military adviser, retired US Army
Lieutenant-General Michael Flynn,

about Gulen is one reason why people like Bozdag are optimistic. Flynn,
a former director of the Defense Intelligence Agency who has been asked
by Trump to fill the post of national
security adviser, accused Gulen of
conducting a “terror network”, reflecting Ankara’s stance. Gulen, 76, is
rejecting all accusations.
Flynn is known for his anti-Islam
rhetoric; the New York Times reprinted
a Twitter posting by Flynn from February, in which Flynn said that “fear
of Muslims is RATIONAL”. Flynn has
also been accused of having worked
for Russia Today, a Kremlin-funded
television network.
Flynn publicly supported Erdogan’s
position on Gulen. In an article for
the Hill, a Washington news outlet,
Flynn wrote that the United Sates
should heed Ankara’s call to hand
over the cleric. Gulen has been living
in self-imposed exile in Pennsylvania since 1999 and is the leader of
the Hizmet, a service movement that
has hundreds of thousands of followers in Turkey and elsewhere.
“We should not provide him safe
haven,” Flynn’s article, which was
published on November 8th — Election Day — said about Gulen. “From
Turkey’s point of view, Washington
is harbouring Turkey’s Osama bin
Laden.”
Echoing one of Erdogan’s central
arguments against Gulen, Flynn said
Gulen’s “vast global network has all
the right markings to fit the description of a dangerous sleeper terror
network”. The Trump adviser added
that Washington should “adjust our
foreign policy to recognise Turkey
as a priority”.
The Daily Caller and Politico, two
other Washington news outlets,
reported Flynn’s consulting company
was hired by a lobbying firm based
in the Netherlands that has alleged
ties to the Erdogan government. The
Daily Caller said Flynn’s pro-Erdogan
remarks stood in contrast with earlier statements in which he had
criticised Turkey. Michael Rubin, a
former Pentagon official and a scholar
at the American Enterprise Institute
think-tank, said Flynn was “in trouble” because of a perceived conflict

Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump (L) jokes with retired Lieutenant-General Michael
Flynn at a rally at Grand Junction Regional Airport in Colorado on October 18th, 2016.
(Getty Images)
of interest.
Ankara has been upbeat about
Trump even though the presidentelect made headlines during his
campaign with strong anti-Muslim
rhetoric. Erdogan recently said he
invited Trump to visit Turkey.
Trump has said the fight against
the Islamic State (ISIS) would be one
of his priorities. After the coup in
July, Trump told the New York Times
he respected Erdogan for “turning
it around”. Trump’s foreign policy
adviser Walid Phares was quoted by
the Daily Sabah, a pro-Erdogan newspaper, as saying the president-elect
was sympathetic to Turkey.
Howard Eissenstat, an associate
professor at St Lawrence University
in Canton, New York, said improvement in Turkish-American relations
under Trump was possible. Trump’s

foreign policy might be “transactional
and based on national interests, not
values”, Eissenstat said. “The focus
on Iran and ISIS would also likely
bring Trump closer to traditional
allies, including Turkey.”
Overall, the basics of Turkish-US
relations were likely to remain in
place, however. “I see a honeymoon
right now but I don’t expect the basic
relationship to change tremendously,”
Eissenstat said in an e-mail exchange.
Rubin said Erdogan, like Trump,
used strong doses of populism in his
career and has attracted support by
presenting himself as a fighter against
corrupt elites, saw “a kindred spirit”
in the president-elect. Those hopes
might be ill-founded, Rubin added.
“Erdogan is setting himself up for
disappointment,” Rubin said. Trump
would not have the power to decide
whether Gulen could be extradited.

“That is not the president’s call” but
the judiciary’s, Rubin said. If the
extradition did not happen fast, Turkey’s enthusiasm for Trump could
“sour quickly”, Rubin said.
Aykan Erdemir, a former Turkish
MP and a senior fellow at the Foundation for Defense of Democracies,
a Washington think-tank, also sees
potential trouble ahead. “Erdogan’s
expectations about the future of
Turkish-American relations are based
more on wishful thinking than facts
and a solid assessment,” Erdemir
said. “Erdogan might be surprised
to find out that he has a wider range
of disagreements with Trump than
with Obama,” he added. In that case,
“another U-turn” by Erdogan was
possible.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Washington.

Turkey’s Erdogan could govern until 2029 with expanded powers
Ercan Gurses
and Orhan Coskun

Ankara

T

urkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan could
govern Turkey until 2029
with expanded executive
powers under proposals
the ruling Justice and Development
Party (AKP) hopes will go to a referendum next spring, officials who
have seen the latest draft said.
Erdogan and his supporters argue
Turkey needs the strong leadership
of an executive presidency, akin to
the system in the United States or
France, to avoid the fragile coalition
governments that hampered its development in the past.

2001, aims to have a referendum on
the issue in spring 2017 and is seeking support from the Nationalist
Movement Party (MHP) opposition
to win parliamentary approval for
such a vote.
Under the latest draft, Erdogan
could assume the position of “acting” executive president immediately after the referendum if the
changes are approved. A presidential election would then be held, as

scheduled, when his term expires in
2019.
Under the constitution’s current
two-term limit and provided he wins
the 2019 election, Erdogan would be
able to rule until 2024 only. However, under the proposed executive
presidency, the clock would reset,
allowing him another two terms.
“We have come to a conclusion in
our work on constitutional changes
and will bring it to the parliament

Erdogan’s comments
suggest he could
seek to resume
leadership of the
AKP
Opponents see the proposed
change as a vehicle for Erdogan’s
ambition and fear it will bring increasing authoritarianism to a
country under fire from Western allies over its deteriorating record on
rights and freedoms, especially after
widespread purges in the wake of a
failed military coup in July.
The AKP, founded by Erdogan in

Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan attends a news
conference in Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China, last
September.

(AFP)

in the coming days,” Turkish Prime
Minister Binali Yildirim told a conference of AKP provincial heads in
Ankara.
“We will continue to seek a base
for consensus with the other parties.
After that, the decision lies with the
people.”
Two senior officials who have seen
the draft said the president would
be eligible to serve a maximum of
two five-year terms and would be
able to issue presidential decrees on
most executive matters without the
need to consult parliament.
The president would have up to
two deputies and would directly
appoint the heads of the military
and intelligence agencies, university rectors, senior bureaucrats, and
some top judicial bodies, expanding
the powers of the role, the officials
said.
Such changes would likely alarm
the European Union, which has
been critical of the post-coup attempt crackdown.
Turkey, which aspires to join the
European Union, has dismissed or
detained more than 110,000 civil
servants, members of the security
forces and other officials in a crackdown it says is justified by the gravity of the threat from the July 15th
putsch.
Erdogan has ridden a wave of nationalist support since the abortive
coup, vowing to crack down on Turkey’s enemies at home and abroad,
and support from the MHP will be

vital for realising his ambition of a
stronger presidency.
MHP leader Devlet Bahceli has
indicated his party could support
the reforms and said that party lawyers were assessing the AKP’s latest
draft.

Any constitutional
change needs the
support of at least
367 deputies in the
550-seat assembly
Any constitutional change needs
the support of at least 367 deputies
in the 550-seat assembly to pass directly and of 330 to go to a referendum. The AKP has 317 seats and the
MHP 39.
Other opposition parties oppose a
stronger presidency.
Erdogan, speaking at a news conference before leaving for an official
visit to Pakistan, said the executive
president should not have to cut ties
to his political party.
Under the current constitution,
the head of state is supposed to be
impartial and renounce party ties as
part of a system of checks and balances. Erdogan’s comments suggest
he could seek to resume leadership
of the AKP, by far Turkey’s largest
political movement, if elected in
2019.
Reuters
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Trump may seek to renegotiate, not scrap Iran deal
James Bruce

Beirut

O

f all the Middle Eastern powers that face
the uncertainties of the
looming US presidency
of Donald Trump, Iran,
firmly set on a process of militarily
expanding its influence across the
region, may find itself squarely in
his cross hairs.
Trump’s campaign threat to tear
up the July 2015 agreement with
Tehran to curb its contentious nuclear programme in return for lifting crippling economic sanctions
— the great diplomatic triumph of
Barack Obama’s two terms in the
White House — is likely to be a key
element in his plans to shake up US
foreign policy.
Trump, despite his fiery campaign rhetoric, however, is more
likely to seek to renegotiate that
landmark deal than rip it apart.
Either way, he will find stiff opposition from the political power
centres in Iran, which have their
own reasons for wanting to keep
the agreement, officially known as
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action (JCPOA), intact.
Iran’s Kayhan newspaper, widely
seen as the mouthpiece of Supreme
Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei,
greeted Trumps’ election triumph
with the headline The Victory of a
Mad Man Over a Liar.

Trump has still not
clarified what he
plans to do about
renegotiating the
July 2015 agreement.
Yet, as Carnegie analyst Karim
Sadjadpour observed: “Trump’s
victory was actually the preferred
outcome of the militant men — Ayatollah Khamenei and the [Islamic]
Revolutionary Guards [Corps] —
who control Iran’s Deep State.”
For one thing, he noted, they will

not have to “worry about how to
deflect the conciliatory letters and
overtures from a Trump administration” as they did during the
Obama era.
Obama’s persistent efforts to engage the Tehran regime “unsettled
Khamenei and Iran’s hardliners,
who perceive enmity with Washington as an ideological pillar of
the Islamic regime, crucial to its
survival”, Sadjadpour explained.

Trump’s threat to
tear up the July 2015
agreement with
Tehran is likely to be
a key element in his
plans to shake up US
foreign policy.
The administration of pragmatist
Iranian President Hassan Rohani,
which negotiated the groundbreaking agreement, cannot afford
to dilute the terms of the deal because the lifting of sanctions has
reinvigorated Iran’s badly rundown
economy — and there is a presidential election looming in May 2017 in
which Rohani is expected to run for
a second four-year term.
At the same time, Iran’s ideological hardliners — particularly
the powerful Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC), which
is benefiting greatly from the deal
by boosting its economic empire
through the unfrozen billions of
dollars now available and upgrading its military might — also do
not want to see the agreement
scrapped or even overhauled despite their constant criticism of it.
They, too, have their eyes on the
elections and using the agreement
to beat up Rohani politically and,
thus, consolidate the clerical regime rather than see it undermined
by warmer relations with the West.
Indeed, Khamenei, who went
along with the 2015 deal primarily because he wanted to avert
economic collapse in sanctionsbattered Iran, has vowed that if the

An Iranian man in Tehran holds a local newspaper displaying a portrait of Donald Trump a day after
Trump’s election as the new US president, on November 10th.
(AFP)
United States tears up the agreement, the Islamic Republic would
“set it on fire”.
Any serious effort by Trump to
negate the 2015 agreement could
exacerbate the turmoil gripping the
Middle East.
Iran is engaged in conflicts in
Syria, Iraq and Yemen, which could
result in the fracturing of these
countries. The Tehran regime could
exploit this for its own expansionist ambitions. It is also conducting
subversive operations throughout
the Gulf monarchies.
The collapse of an agreement
intended to block Iran acquiring
nuclear arms would certainly fuel
the growing conflict between Iran
and Saudi Arabia, the titans of the
Gulf, and enflame a 1,300-year-old
schism between Islam’s Sunni and
Shia sects.

Any move by Trump to scrap or
redefine the nuclear agreement
will almost certainly unite Iran’s
fractious hard-line factions behind
Khamenei, which, during the final phase of the US electoral campaign, voiced support for Trump’s
unorthodox positions on the Middle East because these play into
their hands.
Walid Phares, Trump’s campaign
adviser on Middle Eastern affairs
and who is expected to be given a
senior post in the new administration, indicated that the presidentelect would pursue a diplomatic readjustment to the treaty but would
not “tear it up”.
“He will take the agreement,
review it, send it to Congress, demand from the Iranians to restore
a few issues or change a few issues
and there will be a discussion,”

Phares told the BBC.
“It could be a tense discussion
but the agreement as is right now
— $750 billion to the Iranian regime
without receiving much in return
and increasing intervention in four
countries” — Syria, Iraq, Yemen
and Lebanon — “that’s not going to
be accepted by the Trump administration.”
Phares had said earlier Trump
would not make any move to pull
out of an agreement that bore the
United States’ “institutional signature” but instead rework parts of it
through negotiation.
James Bruce has written extensively on Middle Eastern security
issues for publications such as
Jane’s Intelligence Review and
Jane’s Defence Weekly. He lives in
Beirut.

Iran signs major deals but worries what Trump has up his sleeve
Gareth Smyth

London

O

n the day Donald Trump
won the United States
presidential
election,
French energy giant Total signed a preliminary
deal valued at $4.8 billion-$6 billion
to develop a phase of Iran’s massive
South Pars gas field.
The agreement came just days
after Iran reportedly secured the
finance for the first tranche of a
multibillion-dollar purchase of aircraft from US manufacturer Boeing.
Total and Boeing are among those
awaiting indications of Trump’s intentions. Total’s was Iran’s first major energy agreement with a Western company since sanctions eased
in January following Tehran’s July
2015 nuclear agreement with world
powers led by the United States.

Ali Akbar Velayati
praised Trump for
speaking out about
poverty in the United
States.
Such deals are important for Iran
both in boosting foreign investment
and in gaining access to up-to-date
technology. The latter is especially
important if Iran is to derive real
benefit from its gas reserves of 34
trillion cubic metres, the world’s
largest and 18.2% of the global total
but which it has been pitifully slow
to exploit, producing just 5.4% of
global output in 2015.
Iran has reacted cautiously:
President Hassan Rohani told the

cabinet the US election would have
no effect on Iranian policy and Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad
Zarif urged the United States to
uphold its commitments. Like others around the world, Iran’s leaders
are unsure to what extent Trump’s
campaign pledges will become policy and actions in office.
After calling the 2015 nuclear
agreement (the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action or JCPOA) “one
of the worst deals I’ve ever seen”,
Trump backtracked to “policing
the contract”, although former
New York mayor Rudy Giuliani, a
close supporter, has reiterated that
Trump would quickly “fix” the
agreement.
The United States cannot unilaterally tear up an international
agreement — JCPOA has six parties,
including Iran, and was endorsed
by the UN Security Council — but
many US sanctions were lifted under presidential executive orders.
Trump will have the power to reverse those orders or to introduce
new ones if he judges Iran has violated any of the JCPOA’s complex
and often technical clauses. The
deal needs constant maintenance
and it is doubtful Trump will provide it.
In Tehran, some in both principlist and reformist camps take the
view that a Trump presidency can
benefit Iran by producing a more
isolationistic America. They speculate he might cooperate with Russia
in Syria and so wittingly or unwittingly strengthen Iran’s ally, Syrian
President Bashar Assad.
Plus, there is a long-standing current especially among principlists
arguing that Iran’s interests are better served by hard-line US officials

A February 2016 file picture shows Iranian envoy Ali Akbar
Velayati, top adviser to Ayatollah Ali Khamenei on international
affairs.
(AP)
who reveal Washington’s true intentions.
Shortly before the US election,
Ali Akbar Velayati, senior adviser to
Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei, called Trump and his
Democratic Party opponent Hillary
Clinton “two sides of the same
coin” and praised Trump for speaking out about poverty in the United
States.
The leader has long criticised
Clinton, whom he may associate
with US ideas of spreading democracy and women’s rights, which he
partly blamed for the 2009 unrest
following a disputed presidential
election.
Eskandar Sadeghi-Boroujerdi, a
fellow in history at the University
of Manchester, counsels against
such complacency. “Trump’s temperament was key throughout the

presidential race and went far beyond merely negative campaigning
and supposed ‘smear tactics’ by the
Clinton camp,” he said in a posting
on LobeLog.

Total and Boeing are
among those
awaiting indications
of Trump’s
intentions.
“It poses real questions for how
this man will conduct foreign relations, statecraft and the art of war
and peace as leader of the world’s
only remaining superpower.”
Sadeghi-Boroujerdi also drew attention to the support offered by
leading Trump allies tipped for top
positions, including Newt Gingrich

and Giuliani, for the People’s Mujahideen of Iran, a violent opposition group previously allied with
Saddam Hussein and particularly
despised in Tehran.
Iran has its own experience of a
president elected on a platform of
economic populism and assertive
foreign policy. In 2005 Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad promised to “put the
oil money on the sofreh” (the dining
mat used by poorer Iranians).
Like Trump, he denounced the
liberal elite, intellectuals and experts; like Trump, he demanded
his country be restored to supposed
past glories.
The reality of Ahmadinejad’s
presidency was international isolation and a legacy of massive public
and banking debt that is probably
greater than Rohani dares admit.
“If you need counselling on how
to deal with Trump, let me know,”
one Iranian academic told The Arab
Weekly. “We managed to deal with
Ahmadinejad for eight years. The
sky is not falling. We’re just going
backward.”
The Iran deal is a major part of US
President Barack Obama’s legacy
but how long will it last?
“In Washington, the nuclear deal
was meant to prevent Iran ending
up with a nuclear bomb on Obama’s
watch,” said Alex Vatanka, senior
fellow at the Middle East Institute
at the Jamestown Foundation, a
think-tank.
“That was achieved. Was he ever
meant to fix everything that keeps
Iran and US apart? No chance; he
knew it and it hasn’t happened.”
Gareth Smyth was chief correspondent in Iran for the Financial
Times in 2003-07.
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After Calais, migration still
major battlefield for French
presidential candidates
The Arab Weekly staff

Paris

T

he demolition of the
so-called Calais Jungle
refugee camp has been
completed but migration
remains a major battlefield for presidential candidates
ahead of next year’s elections.
In the week following the demolition, thousands of migrants set up
tents on the pavement around Stalingrad Metro station in Paris. Violent clashes erupted when riot police demolished the illegal camps.
Paris subsequently saw the establishment of the first official refugee camp within its city limits, a
former bus shelter close to the Gare
du Nord Eurostar hub in northern
Paris that will house a few hundred
refugees.

Thousands of
migrants set up tents
on the pavement
around Stalingrad
Metro station in
Paris.
French President François Hollande, who has been accused by rivals of being too soft on migration,
has sought to present a more hardline approach in his handling of the
crisis. “We are going to carry out
the same operation as in Calais,”
he promised about the Paris camp
ahead of the operation in which an
estimated 3,000 refugees were displaced from the capital.

In comments made in September and facing mounting public
pressure over Calais, Hollande announced that the camp would be
demolished by the end of the year.
He made good on that pledge despite a clearly rushed operation to
meet the deadline. The operation,
however, left thousands of refugees, including hundreds of minors, in limbo.
After the demolition, Hollande
stressed that migrants would not
be allowed to resettle in the camp.
“We had to rise to the challenge
of the refugee issue. We could not
tolerate the camp and we will not
tolerate any others,” he said during
a visit to a reception centre in western France.
Hollande has also made increasingly strong statements on Britain’s
culpability for the crisis, particularly following the Brexit vote, calling
on Britain to shoulder its responsibility to the thousands of unaccompanied minors who remained in
France seeking entry to the United
Kingdom.
“Their transfer to Britain is urgent. We ask you to take your responsibilities and assume your
moral duty by immediately organising their arrival,” Hollande added.
Even this stronger rhetoric from
the embattled president pales in
comparison to statements by former president Nicolas Sarkozy and
former prime minister Alain Juppé, both of whom are expected to
compete in next year’s presidential
elections.
Juppé, who leads in opinion polls,
said he would push for a complete
renegotiation of the Le Touquet ac-

cord between France and Britain. It
keeps border checks on the French
side of the English Channel.
Speaking before the destruction
of the camp, Juppé described Calais
as intolerable and spoke of the “serious economic and security consequences” for France.

Hollande has made
increasingly strong
statements on
Britain’s culpability
for the crisis.
“So, the first thing is to denounce
the Le Touquet accords. We cannot accept making the selection on
French territory of people that Britain does or doesn’t want. It’s up to
Britain to do that job,” Juppé said in
Paris.
Sarkozy, who announced his
presidential bid in August, has issued similar statements, calling for
the “re-establishment of borders”
during a September 21st visit to Calais. “France should not be the Customs service of Britain,” he said.
However, Sarkozy, who signed
the Le Touquet accord in 2003 as
Interior minister, has not gone so
far as to call for the renegotiation of
the deal, but has said that he would
prefer to send migrants to a centre
in British territory where asylum
claims can be assessed and Britain
would be in charge of repatriating
those not granted legal status.
National Front leader Marine Le
Pen has made immigration her primary issue. Well-positioned in the
presidential polls, she is campaigning for France to leave the Euro-

A worker removes tents as migrant makeshift camp is dismantled
in a street near Stalingrad Metro station in Paris, November 4th.
(Reuters)

pean Union and can be expected to
take a far stronger stance than her
rivals on the issue.
The latest opinion polls indicate Juppé is comfortably ahead
over Sarkozy. Both are seeking the

nomination of the centre-right Republican Party. Hollande’s support
continues to falter and most polls
show that if he does run as the left’s
candidate, he would come third behind the far-right Le Pen.

First Brexit, then Trump. What next?
Mahmud el-Shafey

N

ot long after the surprise election victory of
Donald Trump, UK Independence Party leader and leading Brexit
campaigner Nigel Farage met with
the United States’ next president in
New York.
A populist campaigner for Brexit,
Farage posed for a picture with one
of America’s unlikeliest presidents
against the backdrop of the opulent
gold-and-diamond-studded
doors of Trump’s penthouse suite.
Trump flashed a thumbs-up, Farage grinned broadly and gestured
to Trump as if to say: “Can you believe this?”

The whiter one is or
the older one is or
the less formal
education one has,
the more likely the
person was to vote
for Brexit or Trump.
For many, the answer to that
unspoken question is “No”. There
are many parallels to be drawn between Brexit and Trump’s election,
not least how the so-called mainstream media and the polls failed
to predict them. These are parallels
that Trump was keen to embrace.
“They will soon be calling me Mr
Brexit,” he posted on Twitter in August. He riffed on the idea at rallies,
saying his election would be “Brexit
plus” and “Brexit times five”.
In both votes, immigration was
a main issue in the campaign, followed closely by terrorism and the
economy. In both votes, fears were
on the rise, stoked largely by those
who ended up victors. In both
votes, the political establishment

A picture of Donald Trump with Nigel Farage taken from twitter.com
and the mainstream media failed
to accurately understand ordinary
people’s concerns.
So, just who voted for Trump?
And who voted for Brexit? And
why?
Voting data indicate 58% of
white voters (52% of white women
and 63% of white men) voted for
Trump. While he won a clear majority of voters of all ethnicities aged
45 or over; 88% of black voters and
65% of Latinos voted for former US
secretary of State Hillary Clinton.
The vote was evenly split among

high school and college graduates
but only 37% of post-graduate degree holders voted Trump.
Similar figures were borne out by
Brexit: White voters voted to leave
the European Union with 53% of
the tally. A majority (56%) of those
aged 45 or over voted “Leave”; the
figure rose to 60% of those aged 65
or over. The most dramatic split
was educational: 70% of those with
a General Certificate of Education
— educated until age 16 — or lower
voting “Leave” and 68% of those
with a university degree voted “Re-

(twitter (http://twitter.com/GMB?lang=en)

main”.
One interpretation is that the
whiter one is or the older one is or
the less formal education one has
— or some combination of all three
— the more likely the person was to
vote for Brexit or Trump. Another is
that the poorer one is, the less hope
one has for the future, the more
one looks to past glories rather than
new horizons, the more likely one
was to vote for Brexit or Trump.
The answer is not to demonise
these voters but speak to their issues and try to win them back.

Ultimately, Trump spoke to most
of the issues that mattered to more
of the people. More important, he
differentiated himself from Clinton, who was viewed as being part
of the establishment that brought
about the status quo that has failed
so many voters.
It was those voters — who perceive themselves to be disenfranchised even if that is not necessarily the case — Trump spoke to when
he decried special interests and
talked about “draining the swamp”.
While many of those who voted
for Brexit did so for similar reasons,
for a hazy desire for change, even if
they were not sure what that change
would look like precisely. Change is
preferable to the status quo.
Both Brexit and Trump represented a victory for nativism over
the forces of globalisation. Those
who voted for Brexit in Britain
and Trump in the United States
were, for the most part, those most
left behind by globalisation. Why
would they not vote for change?
More dangerous is what comes
after Brexit and Trump, particularly with elections set for France,
Germany, Hungary and the Netherlands in 2017. Is Brexit and Trump
just the beginning? There has been
a rise of right-wing rhetoric across
Europe due to rising fears of immigration and terrorism. While
the right-wing have firm, if flawed,
answers to these questions, moderates and the left appear flummoxed.
Speaking about his meeting with
Trump, Farage said the two had
discussed “freedom and winning”.
There can be no doubt that Marine
Le Pen and the National Front in
France and Geert Wilders in Holland, among others, would like to
join the party.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.
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Trump’s election leaves American Muslims wary
Rachel Zoll and Deepti Hajela

New York

O

n the morning after the
US presidential election,
Alia Ali had a sickening
feeling as she headed to
her job as a secretary at a
New York City public school, her hijab in place as usual. Ali is a Muslim
who lives and works in one of the
most diverse places in the United
States and yet the ascension of Donald Trump to the White House left
her wondering how other Americans truly viewed her.
“Half of America voted one way
and half of America voted the other
and you’re like, ‘Which half am I
looking at?’” she said. “You become
almost like strangers to the people
you’ve worked with. Is this person
racist? Do they like me? Do they not
like me? Because that’s what this
election has done.”
American Muslims are reeling
following the election of Trump,
whose campaign was rife with antiMuslim rhetoric and proposals that
included banning Muslims from entering the country and heightened
surveillance of mosques across the
country. Now, among many of the
estimated 3.3 million Muslims living in the United States, there is
significant fear, along with reports
of harassment; one hijab-wearing
student at San Diego State University said she was choked by people
who made remarks about Trump’s
victory.

Now, among many of
the estimated 3.3
million Muslims
living in the United
States, there is
significant fear.
“There are lots and lots of people
who aren’t going out of the house,”
said Eboo Patel, a Muslim who heads
the Interfaith Youth Core, a Chicagobased organisation that works with
colleges and government officials to
build interreligious relationships.
At New York University, hundreds
of people sat shoulder-to-shoulder
on a grand staircase of a student
centre to express solidarity after the

word “Trump!” was scrawled on the
door of a Muslim prayer space at the
school. Students spoke of friends
who wore headscarves or other traditional clothing and were afraid to
take public transportation home for
fear of being harassed.
Sana Mayat, a 21-year-old senior
who wears the hijab, said the election made her realise “there was a
large part of this country that didn’t
want me here”.

Since the election,
mosques and Muslim
groups have
organised
community meetings
and conference calls.
“There is an intense state of anxiety about the future,” said Rami
Nashashibi, a parent of three and
executive director of Chicago’s Inner-City Muslim Action Network,
which has been inundated with calls
seeking support since Election Day.
“I grappled with the conversation I
had to have with my children.”
The outcome was especially bitter
following an unprecedented voterregistration drive by American Muslims, including get-out-the-vote
sermons at mosques and the creation of a political action committee,
Emerge USA, to mobilise Arabs and
Muslims.
Enas Almadhwahi, a 28-year-old
Yemeni immigrant who has been
in the United States since 2008, became a citizen this year and voted
for the first time. To mark the occasion, she took her 7-year-old daughter and some co-workers.
“At that moment, I was so happy,”
said Almadhwahi, who lives in New
York and works at an Arab-American community organisation. The
next day, when she told her daughter Trump had won, the girl cried.
A friend had told the little girl that
if Trump won, it would mean they
could not talk anymore.
“Everything feels like it’s upside
down,” Almadhwahi said. “I still
like to hope Trump will change his
words about Muslims.”
Trump’s policy plans remain a
mystery but his administration
could radically reshape the Justice
Department, which has been an
ally under President Barack Obama
in protecting Muslims’ civil rights.

Eeman Abbasi speaks during a protest on the University of Connecticut campus against the election
of Republican Donald Trump as president in Storrs, Connecticut, on November 9th.
(AP)
Trump could also repeal a key
Obama programme that prevents
the deportation of some immigrants, including Muslims, living in
the country illegally.
Muslims had a far-from-perfect
relationship with the Obama administration. For years, the president kept the community largely at
arm’s-length, sending surrogates to
meet with them amid a stubborn
misapprehension, fuelled in part
by his critics, that Obama, a Christian, was secretly Muslim. Many US
Muslim leaders were uncomfortable
with his policies regarding Iraq and
elsewhere and objected to his programme to fight extremism at home,
saying the focus on Muslims ignored
threats from right-wing, anti-government extremists.
Still, Muslim leaders had built
solid ties with many government officials. Now, they face not only the
loss of those connections but potentially a closed door to their concerns.
“The friends we have are going
to be fewer,” said Farhana Khera,
president of the California-based

civil rights group Muslim Advocates, which has represented clients
suing over the New York Police Department’s surveillance of American Muslims. “I think we’ll be very
much in a defensive posture.”
Since the election, mosques and
Muslim groups have organised
community meetings and conference calls focused on how to move
forward. The Indiana-based Islamic
Society of North America, the largest communal Muslim group in the
United States, issued a statement
inviting Trump to engage with the
community, saying “many American Muslims are traumatised by the
result of the election and the fear
of what is to come”. The group said
there was no immediate response
from Trump’s office.
Sheik Omar Suleiman, resident
scholar at the Valley Ranch Islamic
Centre in Irving, Texas, and the
Council on American-Islamic Relations, an anti-defamation group,
distributed suggested sermons for
Friday prayers at mosques, stressing Quranic verses about remaining

strong in the face of hardships.
“Have hope in the people because
Allah may turn their hearts towards
you,” was among the verses they
cited.
Faisal Khan, founder of a youth
advocacy and peace organisation
near Chapel Hill, North Carolina, attended four Trump campaign rallies
over the last year, in part to protest
but also to speak with the Republican’s supporters. Khan lived years
ago in the Midwest, where he knew
people who had grown resentful
over losing Rust Belt jobs and said
he understands what drew so many
working-class whites to the president-elect.
Khan has created a Facebook page
called Talk To Me America, hoping to
start a conversation that can combat
anti-Muslim bias.
“Peaceful protest is good but, at
a certain point, we have to sit down
and talk,” he said. “At the end of the
day, we’re all human beings. We’re
all Americans.”
The Associated Press

Plan to add MENA category in US census draws mixed response
Thomas Seibert

Washington

A

plan by the US government to give people
from the Middle East
and North Africa a
chance to describe their
regional and ethnic affiliation in
greater detail in the next census is
drawing mixed responses from the
community.
Under the proposal, worked out
by the US Census Bureau in talks
with Arab-American and MuslimAmerican groups, people from the
MENA region would have their
own category in the 2020 Census. The US Congress is to decide
whether to include the new category in 2018.

In the 2010 Census,
members of the
MENA community
were counted as
“White”.
In the 2010 Census, members of
the MENA community were counted as “White”. Census Bureau rules
define “White” as a “person having origins in any of the original
peoples of Europe, the Middle East
or North Africa. It includes people
who indicate their race as ‘White’
or report entries such as Irish, Ger-

man, Italian, Lebanese, Arab, Moroccan or Caucasian.”
The last time the US Census, conducted every ten years, formally
added a new category was in 1980,
when Hispanic people were given
the opportunity to identify themselves as people of “Spanish origin
or descent”. The category has been
further refined, enabling respondents to describe for themselves “a
more detailed identity”, a statement by the Census Bureau said.
MENA activists want the census
to make room for their own group.
One of the results of Census Bureau’s consultations with MENA
groups was “the Middle Eastern
and North African population saying that they did not see themselves in the current categories”,
Nicholas Jones, director of race and
ethnic research and outreach at the
Census Bureau, told the Atlantic
magazine.
There are no hard data about
the size of the Arab-American and
Muslim-American communities.
Estimates of the number of Muslims in the United States range
from 3 million to 8 million.
Many Arab-American associations and activists welcomed the
plan for a MENA category, saying
it would raise recognition of the
community and produce hard data
that can lead to improved services,
including employment opportunities to language courses.
“We are invisible,” said Sarab
al-Jijakli, founding director of the

Copy of flier sent to Arab and Muslim communities by the
Network of Arab-American Professionals
Network of Arab-American Professionals (NAAP). The planned offer
of a MENA box on the census form
would be “the culmination of a
decades-long effort” by activists to
get their community more recognition.
Hassan Jaber, executive director of the Arab Community Center
for Economic and Social Services
(ACCESS), welcomed the Census
Bureau’s proposal. “For almost all
people from the MENA region, the
‘White’ category does not reflect
who they are,” he said. More accurate information could be used
to improve services in health, employment and education and might
even prove useful in tackling hate
crimes, he added.
Maya Berry, executive director of

(NA AP)

the Arab American Institute (AAI),
agreed. “Improved data collection
can have a real impact on people’s
lives,” she wrote in an article for
the Hill, a Washington publication.
The new category could provide
“visibility for a group of Americans
that are seen only by our government when it comes to counterterrorism programming, and miss out
when it comes to education, health
care research or English proficiency classes”.
Some point to potentially negative side-effects of the proposal,
however, especially because of
experiences of profiling and discrimination after the al-Qaeda terror attacks of September 11th, 2001.
Coming after a divisive presidential
election campaign that saw de-

mands for a stronger surveillance
of Muslim Americans, portraying
them as a potential national security threat, the idea of giving US authorities more detailed data about
the community raises concerns.
“It is a double-edged issue,” said
Ibrahim Hooper, director of communications at the Council on
American-Islamic Relations (CAIR),
an umbrella group. Acknowledging
that a new census category could
lead to new “hard data”, there were
reservations as well.
“In today’s environment, we
have to have concerns about the
possible misuse of this data,”
Hooper said. “We have had too
many problems in the post-9/11
era when the American government singled out Arab Americans
or Muslim Americans for profiling.”
Supporters of the new category
say those concerns must be taken
seriously but do not mean that the
plan is counterproductive. “We
need to continue to push for protection for people from the MENA
region,” Jaber said. In the long run,
better data about the MENA community in the United States would
“help us to track violations against
people from the MENA region”.
Jajikli said existing pressures on
Arabs and Muslims in the United
States, such as profiling by security
agencies, would not cease if census
categories were kept as they are
now. “We are already targeted; that
has nothing to do with the census,”
he said.
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Algeria tries to get Saudi Arabia and Iran to
confirm OPEC output cut
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

A

lgerian Prime Minister
Abdelmalek Sellal met
with Saudi King Salman
bin Abdulaziz Al Saud
in Riyadh in an attempt
to consolidate an Organisation of
the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) agreement to trim oil production before he travelled to Tehran to try to confirm Iran’s commitment to the deal.
OPEC officials, meeting on the
sidelines of the International Energy Forum in Algiers in late September, forged a tentative agreement
to trim crude oil. The deal foresees
OPEC countries cutting oil production from about 33.24 million barrels per day (bpd) to 32.5 million-33
million bpd.
Even if the cut is small, the deal
is expected to at least stop crude
oil prices falling further. It may
not push them significantly higher
though because of challenges to
OPEC unity and other market factors. Several attempts to reach such
a deal have failed over the past
two years but Algeria’s diplomacy
helped broker the cartel’s first coordinated response to the oil price
slump, which began in June 2014.

Algiers fears the
effects of falling oil
prices on its
economy.
Algiers fears the effects of falling oil prices on its economy and
would like major OPEC producers
Saudi Arabia and Iran to confirm
the deal ahead of an OPEC meeting
November 30th in Vienna.
“For now, the priority of both
Algeria and Saudi Arabia is, without doubt, to prepare for the OPEC
meeting in Vienna, which is crucial
for oil prices,” said analyst Rachid
Mahmoudi. “The goal is to stop the
pummelling of oil prices.”

Algeria’s economy could struggle if the OPEC agreement is not
upheld. Sellal was to visit Tehran
after Riyadh, Algerian state media said, in an attempt to mediate
a “consensus” on the deal to trim
oil output. The prime minister has
said “2017 will be our last opportunity” to execute a plan to diversify
the economy by investing oil money to reform the state-dominated
economy.

Relations between
Saudi Arabia and
Algeria have thawed.
“After the decline of the value of
oil and gas exports from $67 billion
to $27 billion, the state might fail to
pay the wages of the government
employees,” said Ahmed Ouyahia,
Algerian
President
Abdelaziz
Bouteflika’s office chief.
“Algeria would collapse if it
would pursue its social spending
and might fall hostage to the International Monetary Fund within a
few years to borrow $5 billion annually,” Ouyahia said in an address
to government supporters.
Sellal did not elaborate on oil
policy and OPEC during his visit to
Saudi Arabia but Algerian officials
see policies to sustain oil prices on
international markets as the barometer of relations between Algeria and Saudi Arabia.
Relations between the two Arab
countries have thawed despite Algeria’s refusal to take sides in Middle Eastern disputes between the
powerful Sunni kingdom and its
Shia rival Iran. Algeria has been at
loggerheads with Saudi Arabia over
conflicts in Syria and Yemen and
policy towards Iran’s allies in the
region such as the Lebanese militia
Hezbollah.
A day before Sellal’s visit to Saudi Arabia, Algiers showed its intent
to stay out of the rivalry between
Riyadh and Tehran by not joining
11 other Arab countries in sending
the UN General Assembly a letter
accusing Iran of sponsoring terrorism and stirring up instability.

A September 2016 file picture shows Algerian Prime Minister Abdelmalek Sellal (R) talking to Saudi
Minister of Energy, Industry and Mineral Resources Khalid al-Falih prior to the opening of the 15th
International Energy Forum Ministerial meeting in Algiers.
(Reuters)
The letter cited Iran’s support for
Shia Houthi rebels in Yemen and
Hezbollah fighters in Lebanon and
Syria and accused Tehran of supporting “terrorist groups and cells”
in Bahrain, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and elsewhere.
The letter was a response to a
statement by Iranian diplomat Abbas Yazdani at the General Assembly’s annual ministerial meeting in
which he dismissed as “absurd and
hypocritical” accusations that Tehran was supporting the Houthis.
Sellal said in Saudi Arabia that

Algeria “is looking to upgrade bilateral relations to turn them into
a strategic relationship because of
the existence of huge potential of
complementary and political goodwill of the two countries’ leaders”.
He cited the possibility of joint
ventures in the hydrocarbon industry, farming, manufacturing, tourism and telecommunications. Algerian officials and analysts argue
that ties between the two countries
were improving mainly since OPEC
members struck a deal in Algiers in
September to curb production.

“Backed by the United States,
Saudi Arabia had since 2011 staged
wars and other campaigns to assert
its dominant role in the region but
today there is a shift as the Saudis
lost allies and support,” said Algerian analyst Nadjia Bouaricha, referring to strained ties between Saudi
Arabia and the United States.
“The thaw with Algeria reflects
not only the economic aspect. It
could mirror a change in Riyadh’s
foreign policy to try to calm the anger in Syria and elsewhere. Algeria
could play a mediation role.”

Egypt strives for food security
Amr Emam

Cairo

E

gypt announced plans to
double its vegetable production output in a bid to
cut dependence on costly
imports and increase food

security.
Egypt, which imports almost 60%
of its food products, said it would
substantially increase vegetable
crops by building 100,000 greenhouses to grow many types of produce.
Implementation of the project is
to begin in November and the new
greenhouses should start yielding
vegetables — such as tomatoes, cucumbers, courgettes, cauliflower,
potatoes and peas — in about 18
months, the Agriculture Ministry
said.

Egypt said it would
substantially
increase vegetable
crops by building
100,000 greenhouses
to grow many types
of produce.
“We have already settled on the
areas where the greenhouses will
be established in all provinces to
start implementation,” said Ibrahim
Sharaf, the Agriculture Ministry official mandated with overseeing

the implementation of the project.
“Crop cultivation locations will depend on the temperature needed
for growth.”
Egypt will need almost $500,000
to implement the project, a further
burden on the country’s limited
financial resources. It said the project is indispensable to enable the
country to feed its growing population and keep the lid on rising food
prices.
Food prices have risen almost
40% in the last six months because
of increasing demand and limited
supply. The rise of the US dollar, the
main import currency, against the
Egyptian pound has also played a
role.
Egypt cultivates around 800,000
acres of its 9 million acres of farmland with vegetables and fruit but
30-40% of output is lost because
of poor transportation logistics and
storage, the Agriculture Ministry
said.
What remains is well below the
amount of food needed in Egypt,
leading Cairo to pay tens of billions
of dollars a year to import food.
Agriculture experts said the new
plan will help bridge the gap between production and consumption, save Egypt billions of dollars
on food imports and lower prices in
the local market.
“The good thing about greenhouses is that each acre of these
conservatories produces crops ten
times as much as the same acre of
traditional farming,” said Gamal

An Egyptian farmer carries a wheat crop bundle on a farm in Beni
Suef, 120km south of Cairo, Egypt.
(AP)
Siam, a professor of agricultural
economics at Cairo University.
The greenhouses will be built on
100,000 acres of land in various
provinces, the Agriculture Ministry
said. The ministry added that an
acre of greenhouse farming requires
40% less water for irrigation than an
acre which is traditionally farmed.
Nevertheless, irrigating the additional agricultural space promises to be a challenge for water-poor

Egypt, which is expected to receive
reduced amounts of water from the
Nile River in the coming years.
Egypt receives 55 billion cubic
metres of water from the Nile annually but suffers a water deficit
of nearly 20 billion cubic metres. A
dam built by Ethiopia on the Nile
will raise the deficit.
The new farming project will not,
meanwhile, totally rid Egypt of the
need for agricultural imports.

Egyptians seem incapable of reducing their desire for bread and the
country imports around 12 million
tonnes of wheat a year. With water
scarcity increasing and the population growing 2.5% a year, Egypt will
continue to be the world’s largest
importer of wheat for many years,
experts said.
Still, increased vegetable production will help Egypt increase food
security and reduce prices to consumers.
“The greenhouses will also help
us shield part of our vegetable production from the effects of climate
change,” Siam said. “They are effective tools for controlling temperatures and producing crops all year
round.”
Egypt expects to be hit hard by
rising temperatures, especially at
its coastal cities and the Nile Delta.
Climate change has negatively affected farming in some provinces,
with farmers reporting crop damage
due to rising temperatures.
There is opposition, however, to
the new project among farming specialists, especially those campaigning for organic farming and against
the use of chemicals in food production.
“Greenhouse farming heavily depends on pesticides and fertiliser,”
agriculture expert Ali Ibrahim said.
“These chemicals have proved destructive to human health.”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
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Latest Saudi cabinet shake-up in line
with Vision 2030 goals
Jareer Elass

Washington

S

audi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud removed
long-serving Finance minister Ibrahim al-Assaf in
what appears to be the
final push to replace the cabinet
old guard with younger, reformminded individuals loyal to Deputy
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz and his Vision
2030 economic programme.
The new Finance minister, Mohammed al-Jadaan, was previously
chairman of the kingdom’s stock
market regulator, Capital Market
Authority, and helped pave the way
for direct foreign investment in the
Saudi stock market in 2015.
Assaf’s removal is not surprising,
as he was one of the last members
of the Saudi cabinet overseeing a
crucial portfolio to have been appointed by King Fahd bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud and subsequently kept
in place by King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz Al Saud. Assaf — who was
appointed in January 1996 — will
remain in the cabinet as a minister
of State.
Replacing veteran ministers is par
for the course for a new leadership
as it looks to stamp its own unique
imprint on the governing process
but Prince Mohammed also wants
ministers responsible for implementing fiscal policies to be in step
with his overall vision. He reportedly lobbied his father, King Salman,
to replace Assaf with Jadaan.
Assaf had been in a tough spot
since the summer of 2014 when the
government began pursuing an aggressive oil production strategy in
coordination with other members
of the Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) to
drive international oil prices down
and force higher-cost producers to
cede market share.
The kingdom has since watched
its economy go into a tailspin, recording a $98 billion budget deficit
in 2015 and facing a projected $87
billion deficit this year. In 2015,
the Saudi central bank withdrew as
much as $70 billion from global asset managers to help plug the budget deficit. The government began
regular monthly sales of domestic
bonds in mid-2015 to help raise cash

Mohammed al-Jadaan (L), former chairman of Saudi Arabia’s Capital Market Authority, at a
Euromoney conference in Riyadh in 2015. Jadaan has been appointed the new Saudi Finance
minister.
King Abdullah Financial District (KAFD)
and it brought in $17.5 billion in October through its first international
bond issuance.
As part of Prince Mohammed’s
reforms, Assaf was working to implement stringent energy subsidy
reductions as well as overseeing
other austerity measures, including
cuts in ministers’ salaries and the
curtailing of bonus payments and
entitlements for state employees.

The new Finance
minister,
Mohammed
al-Jadaan, was
previously chairman
of the kingdom’s
stock market
regulator.
Assaf may have inadvertently
contributed to his own departure
because of his recent participation
on a popular Saudi TV talk show,
Al Thamena, in which he, Deputy
Economy Minister Mohammed alTuwaijri and Civil Service Minister
Khaled al-Araj joined forces to justify the subsidy cuts and salary adjustments as part of the larger plan
to bolster the battered economy.
The participation of the minis-

ters in a public forum to defend
controversial government policies
was unusual in itself but comments
made by the ministers proved even
more surprising. Araj accused civil
service employees of being unproductive and Tuwaijri claimed fiscal
austerity moves were necessary to
prevent the country from facing
bankruptcy in three or four years.
The deputy Economy minister
also criticised inefficient government spending on unnecessary
large-scale projects during high oil
revenue days, effectively implicating Assaf for those wasteful practices because of his long tenure. “We
invested in a lot of projects, some
of them not appropriate or planned
for… Some were a luxury or could
maybe be done without,” Tuwaijri
stated.
When Assaf tried to stave off the
criticism, arguing that it was “difficult to judge now” whether past
projects were economically unsound, Araj appeared to side with
Tuwaijri. Reading from a list of
ill-conceived public projects, the
Civil Service minister highlighted a
bridge construction project costing
$13.3 million in a remote area of the
kingdom that “they don’t need now
or in 100 years”. While Assaf’s era at
the Finance Ministry was undeni-

ably nearing an end, that hour on
Saudi television likely accelerated
his departure.
The new Finance minister will be
a strong public advocate for any future austerity measures. Jadaan will
also play an integral role in preparing for the 5% sale of Saudi state oil
firm Saudi Aramco through an initial public offering (IPO) scheduled
for 2018. That IPO and the funding
of a new mega sovereign wealth
fund from its proceeds are the centrepiece of Prince Mohammed’s
plans to free the kingdom from being an oil-dependent economy.
Much therefore is riding on the
success of the Saudi Aramco sale.
Jadaan will be tasked with providing the financial transparency of the
company that foreign investors will
expect before taking part in the IPO.
In his previous capacity at Capital
Market Authority, Jadaan relaxed
restrictions on foreign investors operating in the kingdom, opening the
door for them to take larger stakes
in firms listed on the Saudi stock exchange. That easing helped the Saudi government set the stage for the
state oil firm’s impending offering.
Jareer Elass reports on energy
issues for The Arab Weekly. He is
based in Washington.

Hard times fuel Tehran taxi glut
Ali Noorani and Eric Randolph

Tehran

M

ansour Faridfar did
well on the black
market until the law
caught up and left
him jobless, forcing
him to join the thousands of shakhsi, unofficial taxi drivers clogging
Tehran’s streets.
“I used to be very well off and I
thought my fate was in my hands
but I gradually learned that was not
true,” said the 60-year-old father of
two, driving a route through northern Tehran.

Travelling 1km on
Tehran’s main
north-south artery
can take more than
an hour in rush hour
traffic.
Faridfar once made good money
on Iran’s vast black market, even if
smuggling in Western clothes such
as ties and women’s coats earned
him a few months in jail during the
unforgiving period just after the
1979 Islamic revolution.
His luck ran out in the 1990s

when a $50,000 shipment was
seized by customs, bankrupting
him. Later, he narrowly avoided
another stint in prison for selling
poor-quality rice to the Education
Ministry.
“So four years ago, I bought this
Pride and started working as a driver,” he said, gesturing around his
battered car, the cheapest model
in Iran.
He makes around 800,000 rials
($23) a day working as a shakhsi —
“personal” in Farsi. More than half
is lost on expenses.
Such fly-by-night careers are
common in Iran thanks to decades
of economic mismanagement and
international isolation. The jobless
rate stands at 11%.
Tehran Mayor Mohammad Bagher Ghalibaf bemoaned the growing
number of shakhsi caused, he said,
by the “bad economic situation”.
“I’ve personally witnessed them
dare to go to taxi ranks and take
work away from (official) taxi drivers,” he told a transport conference.
Tehran has 78,000 official taxis
— more than five times the number
in New York — and another 35,000
agency cabs.
Travelling 1km on Vali-ye Asr
Street — Tehran’s main northsouth artery — can take more than
an hour once rush-hour kicks in at
around 4pm.

“I’m not really satisfied working like this — none of us are. My
expertise is the fashion business,”
said Faridfar.
All these taxis mean you only
need to stand on a Tehran curb
for a few seconds before someone
slows down and beeps the horn, offering a lift.
There are the yellow taxis of the
municipality, the green taxis of the
official private network and neighbourhood agencies.
There are also cabs that ply fixed
routes through the city and pick
people up along the way, like a bus.
Passengers can share rides with
strangers or pay extra to have the
car to themselves.
With all these choices, there
hardly seems room for the sort of
ride-hailing apps that have transformed the industry in other countries.
Uber founder Travis Kalanick
was famously inspired to start the
company when he could not find a
taxi one night in tightly regulated
Paris — a problem he would never
have encountered in Tehran.
Snapp was first on the scene a
couple of years ago, designed by
university graduates and offering a
service very similar to Uber. Company Chief Executive Officer Shahram Shahkar said it is “helping tens
of thousands of customers connect

to tens of thousands of drivers”
and has ambitious plans to expand
the service nationwide.
“Our vision is to provide a reliable and convenient software and
service solution for the transportation sector in all cities of Iran,” he
said.
Snapp is protected against competition from Uber by continuing
US sanctions on Iran, which Washington has maintained despite a
nuclear deal with world powers but
Snapp must still contend with Tehran’s hellish traffic.

Tehran has 78,000
official taxis — more
than five times the
number in New York .
On a recent trip to the famed
Friday bazaar, two expats stood in
the blazing midday heat, waiting
for their Snapp car to inch its way
through traffic.
Determined to use up their prepaid credit, they waved on dozens
of traditional taxis that stopped
to offer a ride while the Snapp car
remained stuck in a bottleneck up
the road. “I think I’m going to cry,”
said one sweating expat.
Agence France-Presse

Briefs
Kuwait to supply
Egypt with 2
million barrels of
oil a month
Egypt’s state news agency said
Kuwait has agreed to supply Egypt
with 2 million barrels of crude oil
per month starting in January.
The announcement came more
than a month after Saudi Arabia
halted fuel shipments to Egypt as differences over the conflicts in Syria
and Yemen strained ties between
the two countries.
The Saudi move has increased
pressure on Egypt as it tries to revive
a battered economy and overcome a
shortage of dollars. Cairo has floated
its currency and significantly hiked
fuel prices.
The MENA news agency said that,
under the deal with Kuwait, Egypt
will get the crude at international
prices with no discounts but with a
nine-month grace period.
(The Associated Press)

Saudi royal sees
sport fund at more
than $600 million
Saudi Arabia plans to develop
its sports sector with a fund worth
more than $600 million helped by
the privatisation of football teams, a
senior official said.
“The fund will be no less than 2.5
billion riyals ($666 million),” Princess Reema Bint Bandar al-Saud told
the MISK Global Forum.
The fund aims to “support different sports, development and
investment in the relevant areas,”
while contributing to privatisation
of sports clubs and the establishment and funding of amateur sports
programmes, the official Saudi Press
Agency said.
Most professional football clubs in
Saudi Arabia are reportedly government-owned.
Saud, named three months ago as
vice-president for Women’s Affairs
at the General Authority for Sports,
said privatisation of football would
provide “the seed capital of our future”.
Her agency is trying to boost the
kingdom’s international competitiveness and get more Saudis exercising.
(Agence France-Presse)

Israel invites bids
for gas exploration
Israel invited bids for 24 new
offshore oil-and-gas exploration
licences it hopes will bring more
major finds in the Mediterranean as
it strives to become an energy exporter.
“We are offering for exploration
half of our economic waters in 24
blocks,” Israeli Energy Minister Yuval Steinitz said, announcing the offer, which closes April 21st.
“Estimates are that most of the
natural gas in Israel’s economic waters is yet to be found,” he said at a
news conference.
The government hopes the new
blocks turn up discoveries comparable to the Tamar and Leviathan
natural gas fields found off its coast
in recent years. Israel looks for the
Leviathan field and others to come
to allow it to become a gas exporter,
which could provide it with additional leverage in the turbulent Middle East.
In September, neighbouring Jordan signed a contract to buy gas
from Leviathan for the first time and
Steinitz said there had been contacts
with the Egyptians over a possible
sales deal.
(Agence France-Presse)
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Tunisian minister of Education:
‘Cultural life in schools is crucial’
Emna Jibran

S
Tunis

ince his appointment
in February 2015 as
Tunisia’s minister of
Education in the
previous government
and during his
renewed mandate
among the current
leadership, Néji Jalloul has opted
to take the difficult road to reform
national education in Tunisia.
That is a journey that has taken
him towards head-on collisions
with union representatives and
some parents.
Education specialists and
observers agree that elementary
and secondary education in
Tunisia has regressed, placing the
country’s future in jeopardy. The
drop in educational standards
started before the revolution of
January 2011 and worsened during
the transition period.
Like all other sectors, education
suffered from instability and lack
of direction with various administrations giving it a different
emphasis during the post-revolution period.
Jalloul, 59, is an academician
from the University of Manouba
who specialises in Islamic history
and movements. He studied in
Tunisia and completed his formal
education at the Sorbonne in Paris.
From the beginning of his career,
his approach to educational
reform was based on reinfusing
quality education and stopping
extremist ideologies in the
educational system.
Among his first decisions as
minister was banning wearing the

niqab by female students and staff.
He went as far as firing teachers
and administrative staff who had
insisted on wearing the niqab on
school grounds.
Jalloul also proposed reducing
the number of instruction hours
for scientific subjects, such as
maths and physics, and replacing
them with artistic and cultural
subjects, including music, dance
and sports. The objective was to
produce a “happy and balanced
child”, he said.
Some social media activists,
teachers and parents criticised the
idea, accusing Jalloul of “diluting”
education. Others welcomed the
push for cultural subjects,
particularly in light of studies that
showed that students majoring in
sciences were more likely than
those majoring in the arts to be
co-opted by extremist groups.
Jalloul, speaking to The Arab
Weekly, insisted on the necessity
to reform national education so
the result was a balanced and
happy individual with a passion
for living a full life.
“A decent educational space
must be provided and cultural
activities in schools must be
encouraged,” he said. “I did
declare that we need to make more
room for more hours devoted to
music and dance and some
thought I was just being provocative and do not realise how
important is culture in combatting
threats to society such as terrorism.”
“America discovered since 1972
that engineering students were the
ones carrying right-wing and
extremist ideas. The Americans
decided that dealing with intolerance begins with enriching
cultural life in schools and

Our heritage is
progressive. Our
Tunisian Sufism
is progressive
and Tunisian
jurisprudence is
progressive.
Néji Jalloul,
Tunisian Minister of
Education

”

universities,” Jalloul said.
Under Jalloul’s direction, the
Education Ministry has put in
place an evaluation matrix, the
first of its kind in developing countries.
The evaluation revealed weak
points in the country’s education
programmes when compared to
international standards. Tunisia
trails by three years when it comes
to the protection of students from
risks and dangers. The country has
the lowest average number of
required school days and each year
about 100,000 cases of school
dropouts are recorded.
Jalloul connected the falling
standards in Tunisian education to
numerous factors, including
deficient infrastructure, the
combining of grade levels in some
rural areas and poorly trained
teachers and administrators.
The minister did not deny that
education reform is subject to
political pulls and pressures. The
education reform steering committee includes people with

Islamic sensitivities and others
with leftist leanings. Jalloul,
however, insists that “education
reform [in Tunisia] is a civilisational project and a social concern.
We deal with it within this
framework.”
Regarding the controversy
produced by his progressive views
on Islamic education in schools,
Jalloul explained that this subject
matter is essential in educating
children and giving them a
spiritual boost.
“The proposed progressive
content for this subject does not
conflict with Islamic principles.
Our heritage is progressive and our
Tunisian Sufism is progressive and
Tunisian jurisprudence is progressive,” Jalloul said. “Islam in
Tunisia is largely connected to the
concept of humanity, which
centres on the importance of
mankind. That’s why I consider
Islamic philosophy progressive.”
Emna Jibran is a Tunisian
journalist.

Normalising disabilities in Arab societies through cartoons
Dunia El-Zobaidi

London

I

n Arab societies, people with
disabilities have lived largely in
the shadows and, until recently, their condition has been one
of quasi-invisibility. It is easier
to deny the existence of a condition
than to have to deal with it.
However, in Jordan, three people
came together to start an animated
cartoon series dedicated to educating, entertaining and inspiring disabled children.
Team Hero, the brainchild of
Reem al-Franji, Khalid Abu Sharif
and Mutaz Jarrar, features characters with different disabilities,
showing how a child with a certain
infirmity can be a hero in his own
way.
In a region in which many people
are unaware on how to deal with
disabled children, the project aims
to introduce the right etiquette.
This way, children without disabilities can be heroes by treating disabled children with kindness.
Franji’s engagement stems from
personal experience: She is the
mother of two children with special needs. “When I joined a parent support group through an NGO
[non-governmental organisation]
to work with children with disabilities, I realised that there is a need to
be more positive in looking at disabled children,” she said in a Skype
interview.
Abu Sharif observed that “there
is only one other cartoon that is
linked to special needs and it does
not really discuss the issue. It just
has a character with Downs syndrome and it shows their daily adventure but it doesn’t really edu-

Snapshot from the cartoon series Team Hero showing a playground. The series is designed to raise
awareness about children with disabilities.
cate the kids about it.”
Although the cartoon is focused
on characters with disabilities,
there are other issues addressed,
Abu Sharif explained.
“We want to take it a step further
and educate children about mental and physical disabilities as well
as social issues such as children’s
rights, racism and integration. We
want to have an emotional engagement with the child so they feel
empowered and may bring a lesson
home.”
As Team Hero targets children
aged 6-10, bright-coloured animation seemed to be the most suitable
medium to engage them.
“We use jokes and cute teddy
bears to keep the child interested.
We also want to show our characters to be funny, to show that

people with a disability can have a
sense of humour,” Franji said.
Animation comes at a high cost
requiring a lot of effort and time.
The project’s biggest challenge is
budget although the producers obtained sponsorships from several
parties, including UNICEF Jordan.

The 13 10-minute
episodes are
available in Arabic
and English.
Scriptwriting and preparation
of each episode require a lot of research to make sure it relates to real
experiences of children with a certain disability, Abu Sharif said.
“We assembled a team of specialists in child education to review,

guide and counsel us because there
is no room for error. We research
their (children’s) background, families, parents… We go the whole nine
yards,” she said.
“Every child is different as there
is a big spectrum within each disability. Not every episode is exactly
what every child has experienced in
their lifetime,” Franji added.
Although the programme creators are Arab, they stress that disability is not linked to a certain
ethnicity or race. “We have Arablooking characters and one whiteskinned character with ginger hair,”
Abu Sharif said.
It took three-and-a-half years
to complete season one, which
consists of 13 10-minute episodes
available in Arabic and English.
The team members initially used

their own funds to build the project. They hope the cartoon series
will be enough of a success to enable them to leave their jobs and
dedicate all their working time and
effort to the project.
“A TV show usually has a whole
list of staff names at the end whereas we only have three names on this
cartoon but we take pride in doing
this with such limited (human) resources,” Abu Sharif said.
Team Hero is more than just a
cartoon; it is a series of life lessons. The makers hope to educate
the public enough to know there
is more to disabled children than
their disability.
“A vast majority of children with
special needs and disabilities in the
Middle East remain uneducated,”
Abu Sharif said. “Schools reject
these children because other children do not know how to deal with
them. There is a specific culture
around special needs which creates
a forced distance. We want to tackle
this. We want to break it down.”
All Arab states are signatories of
the Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities, which
requires governments to amend or
introduce legislation that ensures
persons with disabilities do not face
discrimination or exclusion and are
afforded equal opportunities, especially in education and employment.
With armed conflicts raging
across large swathes of the Arab
world, the prevalence of disability
is likely to grow and force government to catch up.
For more information about
Team Hero, contact Mutaz Jarrar at
bd@teamherocartoon.com.
Dunia El-Zobaidi is a regular Arab
Weekly contributor in London.
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A Saudi divorcee reinterprets Islamic law
for women’s rights
Aya Batrawy

Jeddah

W

hen Souad al-Shammary posted a series of tweets about
thick beards worn
by Saudi clerics, she
never imagined she would land in
jail.
She put up images of several men
with beards: An Orthodox Jew, a
hipster, a communist, an Ottoman
caliph, a Sikh and a Muslim. She
wrote that having a beard was not
what made a man holy or a Muslim.
She pointed out that one of Islam’s
staunchest critics during the time
of Prophet Mohammad had an even
longer beard than he did.
The comments are typical of this
twice-divorced mother of six and
graduate of Islamic law. Raised a
devout girl in a large tribe where
she tended sheep, Shammary is a
42-year-old liberal feminist who
roots her arguments in Islam, taking on Saudi Arabia’s powerful religious establishment.
She has paid a price for her opinions. She spent three months in
prison without charge for “agitating public opinion”. She has been
barred by the government from
travelling abroad. Her co-founder
of the online forum Free Saudi Liberals Network, blogger Raif Badawi,
is serving a 10-year prison sentence
and was publicly lashed 50 times.
Her father disowned her in public.

Shammary’s journey
to activism began on
the day her daughter
was taken from her.
None of it has kept her quiet.
“I have rights that I don’t view
as against my religion,” Shammary
said. “I want to ask for these rights
and I want those who make decisions to hear me and act.”
Across the Arab world, female
Islamic scholars and activists have
long been pushing for interpretations of sharia that consider men
and women as equals before God.
Shammary is one of the most vocal and high-profile religious and
women’s rights activists within
Saudi Arabia.
“She’s very sure of what she’s
saying. She doesn’t hesitate,” said
Sahar Nassief, a friend and fellow

Saudi activist. “She literally comes
from a Bedouin environment, a desert environment. She’s very proud
of her background but this makes
her a bit blunt with everyone and
very blunt in what she says.”
Shammary grew up the daughter
of a peasant farmer in Ha’il, a landlocked province. As the eldest of 12
children, she was in charge of the
sheep. She was not just religious
but a practising Salafist, a Muslim
who adheres to a literalist interpretation of Islamic law.

Shammary used her
knowledge of sharia
as a legal adviser for
women in need.
She graduated from the University of Ha’il with a degree in Islamic
studies and became a public school
teacher. At 17, she married a man
twice her age from the same tribe.
She had a girl, Yara, was divorced
at 20 and then remarried, this time
to the chief judge in Ha’il who had
overseen her divorce proceedings.
Shammary’s journey to activism
began on the day her daughter was
taken from her.
Almost as soon as Yara turned
7, her ex-husband gained custody.
Since Shammary had remarried,
the court ruled that the girl should
live with her father rather than in a
house with another man.
“When they took her and said,
‘this is Allah’s will’ and ‘this is Islam’, this is when my internal rebellion was sparked,” Shammary said.
“There is no way that there is a God
in this universe that would accept
this injustice and this pain on the
basis that I am a woman.”
For eight years, she fought her
parents, her community and anyone who stood between her and
Yara, whom she could not see.
“I became crazy but, in front of
my parents and my husband the
judge, and the tribal community
around him and because of my position in the community and my
name, I was expected to just sit
like this and be a hero,” she said,
making an expressionless face and
clasping her hands.
She had five children from her
second marriage but it was not long
before she was divorced again.
When Yara’s father fell ill and the
grandmother died, he allowed her,
then 16, to live with her mother.

Souad al-Shammary checks her social media feed in Jeddah.
Shammary moved to the more liberal city of Jeddah with all her children finally under one roof.
She used her knowledge of sharia as a legal adviser for women
in need. Sometimes her advice
was more Machiavellian than pious. Once she told a friend to wear
make-up, find out which judge was
slated to oversee her case and then
cry in front of him and plead for her
court date to be moved up. The ploy
worked.
She shared her thoughts online
on how Islam sees people, including women, as born free and equal,
ideas she found in line with liberalism. So began a war of words — and
of images.
After she posted the pictures of
men with beards, top clerics and
other conservatives in the kingdom
called her a hypocrite, a disbeliever, wicked and evil. Her outspokenness and her appearances on television talk shows without a face veil
were not easy on her family in Ha’il.

Her younger brother, Fayez, recalls
being told by a community elder:
“You aren’t a man. How can you allow your sister to behave like this?”
Fayez said he left Ha’il for about
seven years because the comments
became unbearable. His marriage
proposal to a girl from another tribe
was rejected because of his sister’s
reputation. He came to blows with
one of his younger brothers who
cursed her flagrant disregard for social norms. The brothers ended up
in the hospital.
Even Yara opposed her at first.
And children at school would taunt
her sons. In turn, they sometimes
lashed out against their mother,
Fayez said.
Shammary was detained at the
women’s section of Jeddah’s Briman prison on October 28th, 2014.
She was accused of agitating public
opinion. She was never tried or convicted.
Shammary continued her advocacy while in prison, telling women

(AP)

that music is permissible and explaining their legal rights. She said
female Muslim missionaries began
appearing in prison more often,
telling women their time there was
the will of God. The television was
always turned onto the religious AlMajd channel.
She was released from detention
on January 29th, 2015. She had to
sign a pledge to reduce her activism
and a male relative — Fayez — had to
sign for her release. She continued
to post on Twitter to her more than
207,000 followers, though she said
she weighs her words more carefully than before.
Yara said she supports her mother’s activism, although she wishes
Shammary would not argue against
the hijab or with influential religious figures.
“She is so encouraging to me,”
Yara said. “She survived stuff that
you cannot survive.”
The Associated Press

Social media platform tries to bridge sectarian divide in Iraq
Azhar Rubaie

Diwaniyah, Iraq

I

raq has seen a sharp increase in
sectarian and ethnic tensions
in the last decade, prompting
Sajad Saadi Salman to use his
computer skills to do something to help ease them.
The 18-year-old from Qadisiyyah
province developed a social media platform called Neproo that allows users to share views with each
other in Arabic but with a censoring
mechanism.
Words that could be used to denote sectarian differences, such as
Sunni or Shia, are not allowed. Also
banned are a wider range, including Muslim, Christian, Yazidi, atheist, faithless, sectarianism, Islamic
State and Kurdish.
Neproo places the letters in the
censored words with asterisks —
**** — much in the way obscenities or other unwanted terms are
masked by other platforms.
“The aim of this project is to help
counter the many social networks
that play a key role in promoting
sectarianism in the country,” Sal-

Promotional images used by Neproo.
man said. “Neproo is my participation in the responsibility to fight
sectarianism.”
He said he had designed other
software projects but Neproo was
by far his “most popular among
social media users”. In addition
to photos, Neproo allows users to
share audio and video files. He said
that the idea for the application

came to him four years ago but he
only recently completed it. “Neproo is the first such platform in
Iraq and Arab countries,” Salman
said.
“I have faced many problems
and obstacles that frustrated me
but I got through it with success
in the end, with the help and support of my family and friends,” he

added, calling on “all Iraqi youths
to improve their talents to serve our
country”.
Salman’s project impressed the
Ministry of Youth and Sports.
“Sajad is a national treasure that
we should support in order to develop his potential,” said Ahmed alMosawi, general director of public
relations at the Ministry of Youth
and Sports.
Mosawi said talented young people such as Salman participated
in training and educational programmes in developed countries to
expand their skills and experiences.
Salman will likely be invited to
take part in the ministry’s Arab
Identity Festival in December,
which has the theme No Violence,
No Extremist, No Terrorism, to
share his work, Mosawi said.
Salman said Neproo has had more
than 10,000 users since its launch.
The main target of Neproo is
Iraqi young people but Salman said
he hopes people from all over the
globe will join.
In similar fashion to Facebook,
users can add friends and join
groups to exchange views.
“It is an amazing programme that
is unique,” said Mohammed Qasim,

21, a Neproo user. “I like it because
it rejects sectarianism.”
Durgham Sabah, 23, a university student, said he likes the programme for the same reason.
“Neproo is a wonderful programme that is against sectarianism. I did not come across something like it in the whole World
Wide Web,” he said. “I really hope
that it becomes successful, but it
still needs to be developed more to
be more user friendly.”

Neproo allows Iraqi
youth to chat to each
other without using
words such as
“Sunni”, “Shia”,
“Christian” or
“atheist” .
In addition to Arabic, users can
also register in German, English,
French, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish and Turkish. However, the censorship software does
not apply to non-Arabic words.
Azhar Rubaie is an Iraqi journalist
based in Basra.
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Algerian Islamic reformist Malek Chebel dies at 63
Lamine Ghanmi

M

alek Chebel was one
of the most original
contemporary scholars of Islamic studies.
He sought to revive
Islamic humanism for Westerners
and Muslims at a time when Islamist violence and bigotry grabbed
the news and dominated political
debate.
Chebel died on November 12th in
Paris of cancer. He was 63. He was
buried in his hometown of Skikda
in north-eastern Algeria.
With his death, moderate Muslims and tolerant Westerners lost a
strong voice. He encouraged Muslims to grasp the highly sophisticated way of life and enlightened
systems of thought and reasoning
that flourished from the eighth to
12th centuries of classical Islam.
That was before repression and
narrow-mindedness buried those
bright pages of Islamic history.

Chebel was one of
the most original
contemporary
scholars of Islamic
studies.
Chebel’s works consisted of 40
books and essays. They continued the tradition of the Maghreb’s
humanist Islam that flourished in
Zitouna’s Islamic university in Tunisia, Quaraouiyine in Fez and Algeria’s Constantine, where Abdelhamid Ben Badis found the Muslim
Oulemas (scholars) movement.

From an early age, Chebel was
attracted to the ideas and social
ideals of the Enlightenment in
France and other Western societies. He talked about those themes
with friends during walks near the
beach in his hometown Skikda on
the Mediterranean.
He earned a doctorate in psychopathology in Algeria before moving
to Paris to study political science
and anthropology. His multidisciplinary studies helped him broaden the ideas developed by his compatriot Mohammed Arkoun, whose
main project was to unearth the
bright side of Islamic thought buried by fanaticism and backwardness.
Among Chebel’s works were Islam of Enlightenment, Abraham’s
Sons, Islam Explained, Islam and
Reason and Dictionary of Islamic
Symbols. His themes addressed
women’s rights, music, art, Islamic
food and tastes.
Chebel, who translated the
Quran into French, was close to
the Paris mosque, a landmark hub
of intellectual resistance to the
spreading extremist Salafist brand
of Islam in France.
Talking about Islam of Enlightenment, Chebel said: “I tried to explain that Islam is humanist more
than we imagine. That Islam is not
here to sow terror and fear.”
“Islam has introduced algorithms and chemistry to the world.
That Islam has developed music
and kitchen art and was built upon
reasoning and knowledge and respect of exchange and tolerance,”
he said.
It came naturally for Chebel to
ask why conservative Islam was

dominant resulting in a prolonged
stagnation and decline despite efforts to reform and challenges by
philosophers during various cycles
of Islamic history.
“Terror has an advantage over
those who believe in dialogue and
rationality. The phenomenon is not
new. It is possible that conservative Islam has more impact over the
minds and consciousness than that
Islam of enlightenment. I personally regret that,” he told an Algerian
interviewer.

The Algerian
thinker’s works
consist of 40 books
and essays.
“There is always a trend, certainly a minority, of people who strive
for the modernisation of Islamic
practices but when Islam is in crisis the voice of these people is not
heard. This is the case today,” he
said.
Arkoun, who, like Chebel,
spanned cultural borders and
opened the way for tolerant readings of Islam, was 82 when he died
in Paris in 2010. He was buried in
Casablanca, away from his village
in Algeria’s northern Kabylie region because of Islamist threats to
his tomb.
Chebel and Arkoun died like
Moroccan Mohamed el Jaberi and
Egyptian Abu Zeid, leaving their region far away from the awakening
of a reformist Islam that opens the
path of economic and social progress without stirring the reaction
of fanatical and violent Islamists.

Malek Chebel

(AFP)

Marwan Kassab-Bachi, an artist who challenged
the landscape of portraiture
Jimmy Dabbagh

Beirut

I

n its traditional sense, a portrait can be expected to capture the likeness of a person
but some artists have sought
to portray something more
symbolic, breaking beyond conventions in search of capturing a certain essence. Transcending mere
physical representation, this intangible quality can penetrate the surface to reveal aspects of the sitter’s
inner psyche, which can challenge
a viewer’s notions of identity.
Syrian painter Marwan KassabBachi tapped into such elusive

territory. Through his loosely figurative paintings, he expressed a
dramatic depth in the individuals
he painted.

The human face
eventually became
an obsession for
Kassab-Bachi.
Kassab-Bachi, who died October 23rd in Berlin at the age of 82,
was esteemed as one of the Arab
world’s most prolific artists. His
works seemed to bridge cultures,
embodying both Arab and WesternEuropean stylistic influences.
Kassab-Bachi was born in Da-

Syrian artist Marwan Kassab-Bachi.

mascus on January 31st, 1934. After studying Arabic literature at
the University of Damascus, he
planned to head to Paris, a creative
refuge for young Syrian and Lebanese artists at the time, but in 1957
his path led him to Berlin.
The unstable sociopolitical situation in early 1960s Berlin was a
pivotal time for the creative development of the then young and impressionable artist, who absorbed
all that the vibrant city had to offer.
He befriended post-war German
neo-expressionists, who influenced each other, channelling the
zeitgeist of the neo-expressionist
German approach in their works.
Kassab-Bachi’s early works were
characterised by surreal figurative

(Alserkal Avenue’s twitter page)

representations of people, with
some works including figures from
his life and childhood in Syria.
The human face eventually became an obsession for KassabBachi and, by the mid-1970s, it
dominated his works. Inspired by
the poetry and writings from Arab
Sufis, Kassab-Bachi layered coats
of paint over and over again on
canvas, evoking flesh with a sort of
piercing three-dimensionality.
Eschewing the conventions of
formal figuration, Kassab-Bachi
gravitated towards abstraction.
Brutal brushstrokes and gloomy
colours collide to imbue his works
with an introspective at times of
uneasy feel. In some of KassabBachi’s portraits, the face is transformed into a distorted landscape,
enriched with a cacophony of colour.
Veteran gallerist, art critic and
friend of the artist, Saleh Barakat,
described their relationship as one
of “reverence not equality”.
“For me he was a master… Marwan is the guy who never made any
concessions. He was always very
true to his painting… It’s not only
about portraiture; he was [also]
influential in how to impose on artists the discipline of rigorousness
and application and taking painting
very seriously, to the utmost extreme,” Barakat said.
He described Kassab-Bachi’s uncompromising nature when it came
to his art with painstaking attention to detail.
“I saw him at work in his atelier in
Berlin. He’s a very demanding artist
from himself. Sometimes he could
finish a painting in five minutes but
sometimes it could take years until
he was convinced,” Barakat said.
“He was a master technician, very
rigorous about the technique. He
could have [achieved] more success had he been willing to make
any concession about what he
wants to do in his painting.”
Underlining
Kassab-Bachi’s

strong link to his roots, Barakat
added: “He was somebody who
was very much part of the Berlin
school of German expressionism
and he was very grateful for everything he had in Germany but, at
the same time, I think Damascus
was in the middle of his heart and
the middle of his [mind]. He never
left Damascus somehow.”
Kassab-Bachi’s paintings have
been collected by international
museums and institutions, including the National Gallery in Berlin,
the Tate Modern, the Centre Pompidou, the Guggenheim Abu Dhabi,
the Abd al-Hamid Shoman Foundation in Jordan, the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago, the Barjeel Art Foundation Collection, the
Sharjah Art Collection and many
more.

Kassab-Bachi, who
recently died in
Berlin, was one of
the Arab world’s
most prolific artists.
In a tribute to the artist, Andree
Sfeir-Semler, a Lebanese-German
art historian and founder of SfeirSemler Gallery, which had a longstanding association with Kassab-Bachi wrote: “A single canvas
would carry many faces on top of
each other and one painting would
often need several years of work
before it was considered finished
by the artist.”
Indeed, every feature of his subjects’ faces appears to be intensely
examined. Imbuing his canvases
with an unabashed emotional honesty, Kassab-Bachi managed to
forge memorable impressions of
the people he painted.
Jimmy Dabbagh is a journalist
based in Beirut and contributes
cultural articles to The Arab
Weekly.
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Tradition of falconry struggles
against neglect in Tunisia
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

F

Falconer at the El Haouaria
festival.

alconry — the art of hunting with falcons as the lovers of this tradition love to
call it — is a deep-rooted
practice in the Cap Bon
Peninsula in far north-eastern Tunisia. Falconry is a valuable tradition
in terms of history and heritage.
However, experts and falconry lovers are concerned about neglect of
the documentation of this heritage.
Experts said falconry has had an
elevated status in ancient and recent history of Tunisia. Research
about the cultural heritage of falconry in the Cap Bon Peninsula
amounts to an exploration of the
intangible heritage and an examination of the emotional and nonemotional collective memory of the
local community.
The legacy of ancestors and the
collective memory provide a valuable source of information about
the skills, techniques, varieties and
different practices of falconry. Oral
tradition, poetry, tales, stories and
anecdotes underline a rich experience and provide researchers
with valuable references and
facts about the various
practices of hunting with
birds of prey.
The Tunisian Cap Bon
Peninsula is known as a major pathway for migratory birds travelling
between Europe, Africa and Asia.

The passage of different species of
birds and hawks commonly occurs
from El Haouaria, at the tip of the
peninsula, towards the island of
Sicily.
There in far north-eastern Tunisia, falconers use different tools,
techniques, methods and skills. An
Arab influence can be seen in the
adoption of names of hawks and
falconry expressions.

Since Tunisian
independence,
falconry has been
celebrated through a
number of festivals.
The training and use of birds of
prey to hunt is an ancient tradition that came under the influence
of many civilisations and cultures.
Eventually, falconry in Tunisia acquired a distinctiveness with special characteristics that turned the
sport into one of the symbols of the
republic.
Since Tunisian independence, falconry has been celebrated through a
number of festivals.
Organised each year at the end of
the spring hunting season, the Sparrowhawk Festival in El Haouaria reflects the attachment of the locals to
their heritage. The 2016 theme was:
With Culture, We Raise Generations.
“The festival promotes ecological
tourism as it showcases the sparrowhawk as well as the caves and
other bird populations in the area.
You can find the bird in the whole

region and even in every house. It
is that steeped in our culture,” said
Mohamed Ayad, vice-president of
the festival.
The festival, which began in 1967,
attracts tourists from all over, especially those who want to discover
the art of traditional falconry in addition to enjoying the cultural heritage of El Haouaria.
“Hunting with falcons is part of
the cultural heritage. We inherited
this from our great-grandfathers.
The belief is that we inherited this
from the Ottoman empire as we
share the same hunting method
with the Turks,” said Hedi ben Fraj,
president of the Falconers’ Association.
The festival’s main event is a
competition that determines the
best falconer. Falconry consists of
catching a sparrowhawk in March
and training it to hunt quail.
“The falcon is a migratory bird.
It spends the winter in South Africa then flies to Europe when the
weather is warmer. El Haouaria is
on the circuit of the migration of the
bird. When the weather is not suitable for migration, the birds nest in
El Haouaria,” ben Fraj explained.
“During that time, we have licence to catch the bird using traps
made of nets with a passerine serving as bait. They are only borrowed
to hunt with during the season of
hunting quail. It is trained for a
month; then after the hunting season is over the birds are released, as
we did.”
Ben Fraj emphasised that fal-

conry is a delicate art that is to be
learnt under the guidance of a good
falconer. He pointed out that sparrowhawks are precious birds that
need to be treated carefully and preserved for future generations.
“Not everyone can train the bird.
We make sure they have a mentor to help them learn…,” ben Fraj
said. “We cannot accept that a person who has no prior knowledge or
training acquires a licence to catch a
falcon for hunting.”

Experts said falconry
has had an elevated
status in ancient and
recent history of
Tunisia.
At El Haouaria anyone can practice falconry if he receives the necessary training and mentoring from
experienced falconers.
In addition to the Sparrowhawks
Festival in El Haouaria, there was
the Hunting Festival in Kelibia but
shortly after the Tunisian revolution, the organisation that put on
the festival was abandoned. However, hunting and heritage lovers
have since launched a new youth
society, the Association for the Preservation of Birds of Prey in Kelibia.
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor to The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis. Iman
Zayat in Tunis contributed to this
article.

Bil Afrah, a celebration of Lebanese heritage in Brooklyn
Jeffrey Sipe

New York

T

he Lutheran Church of
the Good Shepherd is on
Fourth Avenue in Bay
Ridge, Brooklyn, a neighbourhood whose residents range from long-time New
Yorkers to recently arrived Arabs
and Turks.
One recent evening, this traditional church resonated with
a twist: An 11-member ensemble
with oud, violin, qanun, buzuq and
other instruments representing the
traditions of Arabic music.
The occasion was the 40th anniversary of the release of the
Lebanese album Bil Afrah, a suite
of songs recorded by Muslim and
Christian musicians as they witnessed the initial battles of Lebanon’s sectarian civil war that would
continue for 15 years.
The songs on Bil Afrah were a
combination of tunes written by the
Rahbani brothers and performed
by an ensemble gathered by a very
young Ziad Rahbani, who would
become one of Lebanon’s most renowned composers, writers, political commentators and actors.
The songs were popular favourites in Lebanon, known to both
Muslims and Christians, and the
musicians united to celebrate their
common heritage and culture as
embodied by the music.
The performance in Bay Ridge
was the culmination of 18 months
of practice by local musicians who
dubbed themselves the Bil Afrah
Project. Composed of professional
musicians and talented non-professionals, the group became acquainted with one another through
studies with master teachers of
Arabic music in New York and at
the annual Arabic Music Retreat, a
week-long event in Massachusetts
directed by the Palestinian oud/violin virtuoso Simon Shaheen. Others
met through the New York Arabic
Orchestra led by Bassam Saba, also
an off-shoot of the retreat.
“It just sort of happened on its

The New York-based Bil Afrah Project.
own,” said Brian Prunka, one of the
Bil Afrah Project’s oud players, explaining how the musicians came
together to practise and perform an
album made 40 years ago.
“All the musicians involved independently fell in love with this
record and we feel it’s a really great
piece for introducing new audiences to Arabic music because even
if you’re not familiar with Arabic
traditions, the joy of this music still
comes through.”
Josh Farrar, a writer of young
adult books and a guitarist who
said he received an oud as a gift
during a visit to his mother-in-law
in Damascus a few years ago, echoed those sentiments. “Bil Afrah is
sort of a gateway drug for someone
who doesn’t know anything about
Arabic music,” he said, “because it
is significantly more accessible to
a typical Western listener. Some
Arabic music is very complicated.

Umm Kulthum performed pieces
that might be 30, 40 or 50 minutes
long, with different parts that could
be compared to a symphony. Bil Afrah is more like chamber music.”
Prunka, a trained jazz musician,
and Farrar are representative of the
diversity of the Bil Afrah Project.
Some performers — Simon Moushabeck (accordion), Tareq Rantisi
(percussion), Tony Barhoum (qanun) — are of Arab ancestry and
have played alongside some of the
great names of maqam.
Marandi Hostetter is Jewish and
a classically trained violinist, as is
Insia Malek, a Pakistani-American,
who plays alongside Hostetter in
the Detroit-based National Arab
Orchestra. Percussionist Vin Scialla
has a jazz background and Bridget
Robbins is an ethnomusicologist
who plays the nay. Bass player
Sprocket Royer is well-known in local music circles for his rock roots

as well as for his instrument repair
shop tucked away in Lower Manhattan.
The best-known of the 11 musicians is percussionist Michel Merhej, a long-time New York resident
who played on the original album
in 1975. Merhej’s résumé includes
gigs with legendary figures such
as Umm Kulthum, Fairouz, Farid
al-Atrash and Mohamed Abdel Wahab.
“I’ve been doing this for 65 years,”
Merhej, 86, said following the Bay
Ridge performance. “Playing music
is what I do. I’m happy to be able to
join with younger musicians to play
these old songs. It’s different now
because we’re just playing the music. When the original album was
made, we were full of emotion, full
of passion for what we were doing.”
Rahbani, son of Lebanese singer
Fairouz and her composer husband, Assi Rahbani, recognised,

at the age of 19 the significance of
the violence overtaking Beirut.
Although he would become something of a firebrand — a well-known
communist, atheist and radio commentator — Bil Afrah was not a confrontational political statement. It
was an attempt to impress on Lebanon’s diverse communities that
they could unite under the banner
of their shared culture.
The audience at the Bay Ridge
performance, possibly the first
time the entire suite of songs has
been played in public, mirrored the
composition of the ensemble: A diverse group in terms of ethnicity,
religion, gender and age. Although
the original recording was not able
to prevent the civil war, it has survived, bringing its message to a
population ready to receive it.
Jeffrey Sipe is a New York-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
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Agenda
Cairo:
Through November 24th
The Cairo International
Film Festival is an annual
event established in 1976.
The 38th edition of the
festival is set for the Opera
House with a programme
that includes world cinema
projections, seminars,
workshops, debates and
tributes.
Dubai:
Through April 8th

The Old Port of Bizerte. 												

Bizerte — A
Phoenician port
city and a Tunisian
liberation symbol
Roua Khlifi

Bizerte

O

nly 30 minutes’ drive
from Tunis, visitors can
enjoy the diverse history and natural scenery that Bizerte — the
northernmost town of Tunisia — offers. Not only is the town a gem of
the northern coast, it is a symbol of
freedom and martyrdom for its role
in Tunisian independence.
Lying along the Mediterranean,
Bizerte is one of the oldest towns in
Tunisia. It was founded by Phoenicians about 1100BC as a small harbour for maritime trading.
Although it continued to play an
influential role under Roman and
Byzantine rule, Bizerte is best remembered by Tunisians as the last
piece of national territory to gain
independence from French colonisation. The town had served as
military base for the French Army
since the 19th century.
“It was the first town to be invaded by French colonialists and
the last to gain independence. Due
to its strategic location, the French
Army kept it under its control even
after Tunisia gained its independence. One of the last battles against
colonisation happened in this
town,” historian Mustapha Bouhaja
said.

Although Tunisia gained independence in 1956, it was not until
1963 that the French Army withdrew from Bizerte.
“The French refused to retreat
because of the town’s crucial military importance for France and its
location in the southern part of the
Mediterranean,” Bouhaja said.
“The Tunisian government had
to engage the French Army in a battle, which cost between 3,000 and
5,000 Tunisian lives. Bizerte then
became the symbol of sacrifice and
true independence and freedom of
Tunisia.”

Bizerte was founded
by Phoenicians about
1100BC as a small
harbour for maritime
trading.
Bizerte boasts a rich history, a variety of architecture and fascinating nature that entertain visitors
on a beautiful journey through its
lavish beaches, wildlife and monuments. Its historic sites display the
influence of both modern French
and ancient Byzantine architecture.
Upon entering the old quarter of
Bizerte, visitors are greeted by the
charming details and grandeur of

(Reuters)

Global Village is a large
seasonal cultural event in
Dubai that offers an array of
festivals, shopping and entertainment in an open-air
theme park. This entertainment and shopping destination includes more than
75 participating countries,
dozens of fun rides and 26
restaurants offering food
from around the world.
Beirut:
Through June 1st
Souk El Tayeb is a weekly
market that hosts more
than 60 producers from
across Lebanon with food
products as well as traditional and handmade
crafts. Souk El Tayeb is
open 10am-4pm each
Thursday at the Village
Dbayeh.
Dubai:
November 22nd-26th

A general view of the old fishing port of Bizerte.
the Byzantine fort that encircles
the old city, or kasbah. Dating to
the sixth century AD, the fort was
erected under Byzantine rule and
rebuilt during Spanish occupation.
It still houses cannons from the
time it was a military base.
Inside the kasbah’s narrow alleys, the exceptional stonework
and old wooden doors, as well as
the panoramic view from atop the
houses, some of which have been
converted into coffee houses, are
a treat. At the steps of the fort lies
the theatre that hosts the summer
International Festival of Bizerte, an
event that gathers national and international artists.
The oceanographic museum offers a unique insight into ancient
fishing methods and the fish population thriving in Bizerte’s sea and
the nearby port area provides a
vibrant glimpse into the daily life
of fishermen. Sitting in their coloured boats, they repair nets as
they prepare to sail or bargain over

Children play on the beach in the Ghar El Melh suburb of Bizerte. 				

(AFP)

(AFP)

prices of fish destined for seafood
restaurants, many modelled after
the Phoenician boats that once anchored at the harbour, straddling
the port area.
Bizerte is popular for its golden
sandy beaches and peaceful resorts, attracting both residents and
tourists.
For adventure seekers, Bizerte
offers the opportunity to explore
caves in the mountains overlooking the beaches.
“It is both an athletic and scientific experience to visit the caves
scattered around the region. Many
tourists visit the town to discover
the caves, which exist in both vertical and horizontal types. Some
caves are more than 150 metres
deep,” said Mohamed Anwar Dahdah, president of the speleology association of Bizerte.
“Perhaps the best caves for exploration are El Haouia, which is
240 metres deep, and the Cave of
Boutouil with a depth of 104 metres,” Dahdah said.
The region also favours long
hikes and camping trips in the
mountains surrounding the town.
A particularly attractive site is Cap
Angela, a rocky headland considered the northernmost point in the
African continent
“The town has the farthest tip of
Africa, which is a majestic place to
visit. The view of the beach and the
panoramic scenery are unique and
you always remind yourself that
you are standing at the tip of Africa,
which is simply overwhelming,”
said Bilel Nafati of Change Bizerte
Association, an environmental protection group.
Cultural events in Bizerte are not
limited to its renowned summer
festival. The long-standing Mendole Fish (Chawri) Festival takes
place in June. “It is a culinary experience to visit the festival and taste
the different recipes and varied
traditional ways in which the fish is
prepared. It is definitely something
to discover,” Nafati said.

The Complete Works of
William Shakespeare
(Abridged) is a fast-paced
theatrical romp through all
37 of Shakespeare’s plays.
The 97-minute show features Shakespeare as never
seen before, including
Othello presented as a rap
song. The show is scheduled to take place at the
Dubai Community Theatre
and Arts Centre.
Marrakech:
December 2nd-10th
The Marrakech International Film Festival showcases
some of the year’s most
important cinematic works
from within the region and
internationally. The programme includes tributes,
conferences and debates in
addition to the official film
competition. Hungarian
film-maker Béla Tarr will
serve as jury president.
Beirut:
December 3rd-January 7th
Monot Book Street Market takes place the first
Saturday of each month.
The market is a place for
people to exchange, sell or
buy books while enjoying
the cultural street life of
Beirut near the RectoVerso
Library.
Dubai:
December 7th-14th
Dubai International Film
Festival is an observance of
Arab and international cinema. The festival showcases films from Hollywood,
Bollywood and beyond. A
parallel programme will
include seminars, debates
and meetings.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest to
travellers in the Middle East
and North Africa.
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editor@thearabweekly.com

